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1. We pick things up with our ______.
A) arms B) hands C) hair D) heads

2. I lick an ice-cream with my ______.
A) knee B) chest C) lips D) tongue

3. To eat something I put it in my ______.
A) mouth B) elbow C) nose D) neck

4. We comb and brush our ______.
A) fingers B) shoulder C) hair D) sole

5. I brush my ______ regularly, especially  after eating.
A) waist B) lips C) teeth D) thumb

6. I sometimes go to school ______ bus.
A) in B) at C) to D) by

7. She waited ______ the bus in the bus stop.
A) for B) to C) with D) of

8. She has got a yellow dress ______.
A) on B) in C) with D) to

9. Who is the man ______ the red tie?
A) in B) with C) on D) off

10. I remember her. She was the one ______ green shoes.
A) on B) at C) with D) by

11. I watch ______ while I am sitting on the sofa.
A) television B) picture C) radio D) tape

12. I sometimes listen to the ______.
A) television B) radio C) type D) film

13. I keep my books in a / an ______.
A) shelter B) bookcase C) armchair D) carpet

14. We stand in a bus ______ to wait for a bus.
A) station B) road C) stop D) corner

15. The cars wait until the traffic ______ turn green.
A) railings B) signs C) crossing D) lights

16. You can cross the road at a ______.
A) cross-road B) crossing C) crosser D) road

17. We should put waste paper in a ______.
A) box B) park C) litter-bin D) pavement

18. We get wet when it ______.
A) freezes B) blows C) shines D) rains

19. When it is very cold, everything ______.
A) rains B) freezes C) blows D) snows

20. Children enjoy playing games when it ______.
A) snows B) blows C) freezes D) is cold

21. It is cold in England when a north wind ______.
A) goes B) blows C) covers D) passes

22. It is warm and pleasant when the sun ______.
A) pours B) lights C) shines D) comes

23. When it rains very heavily, it ______.
A) waters B) pours C) snows D) freezes

24. My friends say I like to ______ money.
A) find B) spend C) see D) gain

25. They have everything you ______ for your house.
A) have B) like C) need D) adore

26. You can ______ everything you need at this supermarket.
A) lend A) sell C) use D) buy

27. If you cannot ______ your watch, buy a new one.
A) find B) do C) get D) sell

28. I am ______ my glasses. Where can it be?
A) using B) seeing C) looking for D) finding

29. My father ______ shoes in a store.
A) sells B) makes C) wears D) gives

30. I forget to ______ for goods that I buy every time.
A) sell B) buy C) give D) pay

31. I must buy things ______ my house.
A) in B) of C) for D) with

32. Can I try this ______ on?
A) jacket B) bottle C) paper D) shoes

33. Can I have my ______ back?
A) pay B) cash C) money D) cost

34. I took some biscuits from the ______ in the supermarket?
A) tin B) shelf C) bin D) bottle

35. We give the money to the ______ in the market?
A) queue B) manager C) cashier D) customer

36. What is the money you get, usually weekly or hourly?
A) salary B) pay C) wages D) cash

37. We call abilities you can do as ______
A) skills B) experience C) job D) quality

38. Work of the same type you have done before is called ______
A) job B) work C) experience D) duty

39. Certificates and exams passed mean ______?
A) job B) experience C) skills D) qualifications

40. What is a talk with a company about a possible job?
A) speaking B) interview C) experience D) talk

41. Points in your character are called ______
A) ex-skills B) personal level
C) ex-hobbies D) personal qualities

42. My parents decided to send me to a ______ when I was three.
A) nursery- school B) private school
C) primary school D) secondary school

43. Education is ______ after the age of 7. Every child should be sent to
school.
A) optional B) compulsory C) easy D) strict

44. There are four ______ in an education year in many countries.
A) terms B) semesters C) parts D) sections

45. Some parents pay to send their children to a ___________ school.
A) private B) special C) strict D) secondary

46. My friend ______ his exams. He is sad.
A) stayed B) passed C) won D) failed

47. A good education ______ will get you a good job.
A) work B) degree C) history D) year

48. John receives a ______ from the state to help him pay the university
fees.
A) wages B) salary C) grant D) check

49. He is a ______ of Harward University. He is working in NASA now.
A) finisher B) completion C) graduate D) pupil
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50. Students of this class are very ______  on their subjects.
A) keen B) enjoy C) useful D) good

51. My brother is ______ a book.
A) riding B) reading C) speaking D) playing

52. Do you want to ______ biscuit?
A) eat B) see C) play D) read

53. My answer was ______, not wrong.
A) write B) ride C) light D) right

54. Who are you ______ for?
A) seeing B) meeting C) waiting D) doing

55. Where do we go to buy things?
A) bank B) shop C) bath D) shore

56. When I saw him, he was ______ bicycle.
A) riding B) driving C) playing D) lying

57. What is the antonym of “white”?
A) wait B) light C) lack D) black

58. Go straight, then turn to right, not ______.
A) side B) near C) left D) write

59. Continue the logic list.
Red, green, brown, ______.
A) poor B) long C) good D) yellow

60. Choose the word which is out of the logic list.
A) read B) write C) speak D) cry

61. Thieves ______ things.
A) steal B) still C) steel D) skill

62. I have a curly ______.
A) here B) hear C) heir D) hair

63. This is a ______ coat, not cotton.
A) fair B) fur C) fare D) fear

64. Come ______ and sit down!
A) here B) her C) hair D) heir

65. Large amount of ______ is grown in China.
A) white B) weight C) wheat D) wait

66. I can’t hear the music. Could you turn on the ______?
A) speakers B) mouse C) monitor D) case

67. We have no money to buy a ______ for the train to London.
A) price B) ticket C) seat D) place

68. I lost my ______, so I cannot open the door.
A) key B) passport C) wallet D) money

69. She ______ the class history.
A) learns B) shows C) teaches D) says

70. He ______ in the war.
A) bought B) fought C) lost D) taught

71. They always ______ stones at the dog.
A) give B) put C) throw D) leave

72. The river ______ every winter because of cold weather.
A) stops B) flows C) opens D) freezes

73. He drinks ______ quickly.
A) bear B) beer C) bare D) bar

74. She ______ to stay at home.
A) uses B) prefers C) like D) rathers

75. Choose the word which is out of the logic list.
A) jacket B) shirt C) trousers D) pocket

76. Choose the word which is out of the logic list.
A) son B) aunt C) daughter D) chlld

77. Choose the word which is out of the logic list.
A) arm B) leg C) watch D) head

78. Choose the word which is out of the logic list.
A) uncle B) aunt C) nephew D) friend

79. Continue the logic list.
Sweater, boots, T-shirt, ______.
A) hair B) face C) jeans D) clothes

80. We hang trousers, jackets, and dresses in the ______.
A) hanger B) stool C) mirror D) door

81. We keep shirts and underwear in the ______.
A) bed B) wash-basin C) wardrobe D) tiles

82. I sleep with my head on the ______.
A) sheets B) blanket C) bath D) pillow

83. I wash my hands in the ______.
A) bed B) sink C) bath D) toilet

84. I take my ______ off before I go to bed.
A) blanket B) clothes C) watch D) light

85. I put an extra ______ on my bed.
A) blanket B) clothes C) bed D) households

86. I go to ______ at midnight.
A) school B) breakfast C) bed D) sofa

87. He sat on the ______ in the cafe.
A) bed B) desk C) window D) stool

88. Choose the word which is out of the logic list.
A) stool B) armchair C) sofa D) vase

89. We always ______ at the hotel when we go abroad.
A) be B) leave C) stay D) go

90. Bob passes over the ______ on his way to school.
A) road B) bridge C) waterfall D) farm

91. Continue the logic list.
Valley, forest, mountain, ______.
A) lake B) picture C) weather D) man

92. I can see the sunshine behind the ______.
A) picture B) wall C) sofa D) curtains

93. The picture is on the ______.
A) vase B) wall C) door D) curtain

94. The ______ is cloudy today.
A) air B) world C) day D) sky

95. It is always  cold in ______.
A) winter B) spring C) fall D) summer

96. The longest holiday for students is in ______.
A) winter B) spring C) fall D) summer

97. Do you want to drink ______?
A) meal B) ice-cream C) fruit juice D) marmalade

98. I haven’t got even a ______ on me.
A) money B) penny C) treasure D) nothing

99. The more you ______, the more you earn.
A) work B) read C) write D) understand

100. ______ the door, so that no one can enter.
A) shut B) close C) lock D) hit
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1. Which ______ do you come from?
A) nation B) year C) country D) date

2. Fiat cars are quite ______. You can afford them easily.
A) bad B) expensive C) easy D) cheap

3. They often eat ______ for breakfast.
A) cheese B) chest C) cheer D) chief

4. Would you like to have a ______ soup or fish?
A) chicken B) drink C) breakfast D) meal

5. If you do not know this word why don’t you look up the ______?
A) newspaper B) internet C) computer D) dictionary

6. It is very ______ today. I would like to go to swimming.
A) hot B) cloudy C) cold B) good

7. Would you like to drink a ______ of tea?
A) bottle B) piece C) slice D) cup

8. The question is really ______. You do not even need to think on it.
A) complete B) different C) difficult D) easy

9. There are four people in my ______, mother, father, sister and me.
A) group B) class C) family D) side

10. Let’s buy something to eat!
What does the underlined word refer to?
A) food B) money C) drinks D) souvenirs

11. Choose the word which is out of the logic list.
A) crossword B) envelope C) letter C) post-office

12. Last ______ the dinner was really awful.
A) midnight B) noon C) evening D) morning

13. This is the first question and that is the ______.
A) two B) second C) twice D) later

14. My friend has got a/an _____ in London. It’s on the 9th floor.
A) room B) apartment C) flat D) city

15. Choose the word which is out of the logic list.
A) hut B) house C) flat D) car

16. ______ companies are growing very fast nowadays. The country
doesn’t need foreign companies.
A) local B) multinational C) large D) international

17. What is your ______?
A) occupation B) time C) busy D) do

18. How many ______ can you speak?
A) tongues B) languages C) nations D) vocabulary

19. My friend sent me a ______ last week.
A) writing B) ladder C) letter D) later

20. Choose the word which is out of the logic list.
A) magazine B) brochure C) newspaper D) news

21. Our geography teacher brings ______ to the lesson.
A) cap B) map C) tap D) cup

22. All of my friends are ______. Even some of them have children.
A) single B) alone C) lonely D) married

23. What is the singular form of people?
A) man B) single C) human D) person

24. Continue the logic list.
North, south, west, ______.
A) best B) rest C) east D) test

25. Jane likes ______ stamps. She has got already 75.
A) collecting B) taking C) delivering D) using

26. Can you help me carry my ______.
A) body B) suitcase C) picture D) language

27. My mother’s sister is my ______.
A) uncle B) cousin C) nephew D) aunt

28. You are very ______ today. What’s up?
A) sad B) attractive C) ugly D) thin

29. They bought a ______ house in London. It has more than 12 rooms.
A) small B) cool C) large D) heavy

30. Don’t worry, be ______!
A) happy B) nice C) different D) sorry

31. The film shown in the cinema was ______.
A) difficult B) horrified C) heavy D) horrible

32. Mary is John’s wife and John is her ______.
A) friend B) husband C) relative D) mate

33. Bob gets up at 7.00 o’clock in the ______.
A) evening B) afternoon C) morning D) night

34. Choose the antonym of the underlined word.
I am going to buy a pair of new shoes next week.
A) cheap B) old C) bad D) small

35. My mother and father are my ______.
A) owners B) friends C) relatives D) parents

36. What is the synonym of urban?
A) city B) village C) country D) park

37. My father’s brother is my ______.
A) brother B) grandfather C) uncle D) aunt

38. When Mr. Richard explains the lesson, I can ______ easily.
A) know B) memorize C) understand D) see

39. The ______ is sunny today.
A) weather B) leather C) whether D) air

40. Choose the antonym of the underlined word.
The old man was standing near the bus stop.
A) new B) young C) modest D) gentle

41. When we got to the airport, he was there.
What does the underlined word mean here?
A) went B) were in C) saw D) arrived at

42. The ______ makes bread.
A) cook B) shopkeeper C) baker D) actor

43. It is time we left. Otherwise, we will miss the train.
Choose the antonym of the underlined word.
A) catch B) keep C) regret D) leave

44. How much does it cost?
Choose the sentence that has a different meaning with the sentence
above.
A) How much is it?
B) What is its price?
C) How much do I have to pay for it?
D) How much money is there in it?

45. Choose the synonym of the underlined word.
I am planning to go to hairdresser at the weekend.
A) barber B) tailor C) clerk D) dentist

46. Exactly half of the students were absent.
Which of the following words is not the antonym of the underlined
word.
A) nearly B) approximately
C) obviously D) about

47. Continue the logic list.
Hospital, doctor, nurse, ______.
A) vaccine B) cock C) cool D) officer

48. I am so ______. I want to sleep.
A) asleep B) tired C) easy D) hard
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49. He likes mending old radios.
Choose the synonym of the underlined word.
A) repairing B) making C) using D) buying

50. Which of the followings is not a transport?
A) helicopter B) ship C) train D) wheel

51. Continue the logic list.
Day, week, month, year ______, century.
A) decade B) minute C) time D) period

52. Which of the followings is not sports?
A) rugby B) baseball C) hockey D) cards

53. -What is the ______ of your car?
- Sapphire.
A) height B) date C) color D) speed

54. The meal is awful! Who is the ______?
A) cooker B) cook C) cock D) cocky

55. Choose the antonym of the underlined word.
This game is really exciting.
A) terrible B) difficult C) different D) boring

56. I ______ play cards. I hate it.
A) always B) often C) never D) nothing

57. Mars is a/an _______.
A) place B) space C) planet D) universe

58. Deserts are often ______ regions.
A) dry B) wet C) cold D) small

59. The pain was ______.
A) necessary B) unbearable C) large D) incredible

60. Water is ______ for life.
A) harmful B) necessary C) problem D) matter

61. Gold is a ______ .
A) metal B) liquid C) gas D) mixture

62. The lung is a(an) _______.
A) part B) tool B) instrument D) organ

63. The machine is out of ______.
A) work B) order C) place D) condition

64. He was ill last week, but now he is in good ______.
A) health B) place C) area D) position

65. Hats are out of ______.
A) modern B) public C) fashion D) mode

66. When children saw him, they were all in deep ______.
A) horror B) afraid C) terror D) shock

67. The firm is in ______ difficulty.
A) natural B) oral C) financial D) mental

68. He is on a student grant.
What does this sentence mean?
A) He is on duty.
B) He takes money for his tuition.
C) He will be a university student.
D) He is undergraduate student.

69. The heart is about the size of a ______.
A) head B) leg C) arm D) fist

70. It was a rude ______.
A) politeness B) film C) day D) joke

71. I am a Beatles ______.
A) side B) support C) lovely D) fan

72. Bill is a man of ______.
A) good B) principle C) obligatory D) worth

73. It was not my ______. He broke the window
A) fault B) joke C) rules D) incorrect

74. The pillow is ______.
A) boring B) interesting C) soft D) hardly

75. Lora is ______ in Spanish.
A) good B) bad C) fluent D) middle

76. He was not ______ of my plan.
A) know B) course C) aware D) wisdom

77. Some of the students of this college stay in the ______.
A) house B) dormitory C) flat D) country

78. He is ______ Linguistics at the University of Oxford.
A) working B) reading C) knowing D) studying

79. There won’t be a ______ for that film.
A) queue B) sequence C) wait D) group

80. Each teacher ______ the contract.
A) wrote B) agreed C) pointed D) signed

81. He has no ______ for music.
A) face B) ear C) eye D) nose

82. She has got a ______ over her head.
A) belt B) tie C) blanket D) scarf

83. Their documents are ______.
A) ready B) finish C) absolute D) modern

84. His mother’s illness is ______.
A) significant B) serious C) ignoring D) impatient

85. I took her ______ and it was 40ºC.
A) heat B) body C) temperature D) cool

86. Can you ______ a computer.
A) use B) work C) study D) write

87. Please, take a ______!
A) sit B) place C) down D) seat

88. I think the job will ______ me very well.
A) do B) match C) suit D) equalize

89. The boss wasn’t there so I left a message to the ______.
A) deputy B) secretary C) assistant D) helper

90. His father is a/an ______. He works for New York Times.
A) journalist B) actor C) writer D) scientist

91. English will be very ______ for you in the future.
A) harmful B) horrible C) useful D) nonsense

92. Between what ______ is education compulsory?
A) years B) periods C) ages D) times

93. What are the ______ of your exam?
A) reasons B) finals C) results D) ends

94. I ______ 200$ a week from my job.
A) take B) earn C) pay D) borrow

95. If you have financial difficulties, I can ______ you some money.
A) lend B) borrow C) rent D) pay

96. Why don’t you ______ a bank account?
A) make B) open C) do D) pay

97. I don’t like to be in ______.
A) owe B) borrow C) lend D) debt

98. She earns a lot of money. She is very ______.
A) cruel B) tolerant C) well-off D) large

99. He can’t ______ luxuries. He is poor.
A) stay B) make C) owe D) afford

100. I will have to get a (an) ______ job in the evenings.
A) plus B) extra C) high D) further
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1. Part of income paid to government is ______.
A) taxes B) bills C) pay D) account

2. ______ is money for transport.
A) pension B) fare C) interest D) salary

3. Money parents give children every week is called ______.
A) part-money B) pocket money
C) interest D) rent

4. ______ is money from work, usually hourly or weekly.
A) wages B) salary C) rent D) interest

5. Money from work, usually monthly, is called ______.
A) wages B) salary C) fee D) pay

6. I live in the ______, not the town.
A) area B) farm C) apartment D) country

7. To be a soldier, you join the ______.
A) force B) army C) group D) government

8. Person who controls a game is ______.
A) referee B) score C) spectator D) player

9. We’re just ______, not professionals.
A) players B) crowd C) team D) amateurs

10. There are sometimes more players than ______.
A) spectators B) referees C) teams D) scores

11. She sunbathes at the ______.
A) sea B) desert C) mountain D) beach

12. They are very ______ on music.
A) keen B) fan C) like D) respect

13. I ______ a lot of time at the concert.
A) use B) waste C) spend D) fill

14. We prefer to live ______ to nature.
A) through B) close C) near D) with

15. I like visiting museums and art ______.
A) shops B) stores C) galleries D) markets

16. Students get bored with visiting historical ______.
A) areas B) fields C) points D) places

17. She enjoys swimming and ______ at the beach.
A) sunbathing B) speaking C) eating D) drinking

18. Helen loves being in the ______.
A) sky B) beach C) countryside D) work

19. He is a family doctor, he has a ______ to help.
A) receptionist B) nurse C) waiter D) translator

20. Operator doctor sees his patients in the ______.
A) house B) room C) hall D) surgery

21. Some patients have ______ throats.
A) bad B) low C) sore D) down

22. Doctors give patients ______ to take to the chemist.
A) prescription B) description C) check D) cash

23. Choose the word which is out of the logic list.
A) cricket B) target C) golf D) rugby

24. We have to send the patients to hospital for ______.
A) treatment B) nurse C) stomach-ache D) regular

25. If you always feel tired, get more ______.
A) exercise B) cure C) suffer D) drug

26. Have a good ______, if you want to be healthy.
A) dinner B) drug C) diet D) ache

27. We saw the doctor in his ______ while operating his patients.
A) van B) hut C) cabinet D) surgery

28. He listened to my ______.
A) problems B) differences C) life D) condition

29. I have lost my ___________. I don’t want to eat anything.
A) hungry B) appetite C) happiness D) life

30. He always ______ his teeth.
A) washes B) waters C) brushes D) tidies

31. Policemen wear ______ so everyone knows who they are.
A) clothes B) shoes C) dresses D) uniforms

32. The man on the phone wanted me to ______ a moment.
A) stay calm B) hold on C) take on D) put off

33. To make tea, first ______ the water in a kettle.
A) liquid B) flow C) make D) boil

34. You should ______ tea with a spoon.
A) stir B) boil C) fix D) clear

35. ______ your hands above your head.
A) raise B) rise C) rice D) rays

36. Please, do not ______ the sides of the chair.
A) bend B) sit C) lean D) stand

37. Put a cassette in the machine and ______ the ‘start’ button.
A) block B) tick C) click D) press

38. You can ______ the quality of the sound by using the other controls.
A) adapt B) adjust C) adore D) alarm

39. What a (an) ______ street! Two cars can’t pass through together.
A) easy B) ugly C) large D) narrow

40. I have had a ______ day.
A) red B) light C) complete D) wonderful

41. The wood was very ______.
A) tidy B) sad C) empty D) rough

42. The paper is very ______.
A) thin B) weak C) guilty D) easy

43. She wore ______ clothes at the party.
A) difficult B) huge C) formal D) sad

44. She felt ______ about her exam.
A) interested B) ignorant C) ugly D) nervous

45. It was a (an) ______ meal.
A) powerful B) tolerant C) light D) white

46. The knife was very ______. I cut my finger.
A) huge B) dirty C) ordinary D) sharp

47. It is a ______ place. Do not come here!
A) nice B) dangerous C) tight D) dry

48. That is a (an) ______ meeting.
A) own B) private C) strict D) safe

49. It was ______ news. I couldn’t stand.
A) terrible B) wonderful C) clean D) short

50. The bottle is ______. Throw it away.
A) necessary B) flexible C) tiny D) empty

51. He was ______. He wasn’t set free.
A) guilty B) easy C) cheap D) weak
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52. My belt is too ______. I couldn’t loose it.
A) hard B) soft C) useful D) tight

53. The weather was ______. I hated it.
A) beautiful B) wet C) dry D) nasty

54. He is a ______ man. I do not want to speak to him.
A) clever B) gently C) stupid D) handsome

55. Mark is a ______ boy. Everyone likes him.
A) hard B) polite C) rude D) bad

56. The music was too ______.
A) loud B) small C) wrong D) incorrect

57. She loves meeting people and going to parties. She is a very ______
person.
A) shy B) ignorant C) learned D) sociable

58. He likes new things and new places, even if they are difficult or
dangerous. She is ______.
A) adventurous B) selfish C) clever D) mean

59. He gets very annoyed if he has to wait for anything. He doesn’t like
waiting. He is very ______.
A) sociable B) industrious B) hard D) impatient

60. Peter never gets upset or annoyed when things go wrong. He is a
very ______ man.
A) hard-working B) attractive
C) easy-going D) mad

61. My friend loves to talk to people and tell them what he thinks. He is
______.
A) ugly B) talkative C) strong D) sad

62. My brother wants to get an important job in a high position. He is
very ______.
A) stubborn B) learned C) ambitious D) talkative

63. Madison doesn’t like work. He is ______.
A) happy B) poor C) rich D) lazy

64. He is always happy and smiling. He is very ______.
A) cheerful B) hard-headed C) funny D) intelligent

65. Lora only thinks about herself. She is ______.
A) naughty B) selfish C) patient D) genius

66. Jake has a lot of common sense. He always knows correct thing to
do. He is a ______ boy.
A) sensitive B) sensual C) sensible D) nonsense

67. He always has good hopes for the future. He thinks everything will
be fine. He is very ______.
A) rude B) pessimist C) optimist D) quiet

68. My sister is very careful about her appearance and how she arranges
her desk and her room. She is a/an ______ lady.
A) tidy B) silly C) unsociable D) cautious

69. His father always remembers to say ‘please’ and ‘thank you’. He is
very ______.
A) impolite B) polite C) rude D) talkative

70. Shoes are usually made of ______.
A) leather B) wool C) paper D) iron

71. The Sahara is a ______.
A) river B) continent C) desert D) canal

72. Thank you for the books. They will be very ______ for my studies.
A) harmful B) useful C) tasteful D) hopeful

73. The government is trying to help ______ families.
A) rich B) social C) small D) homeless

74. Thanks to modern technology, a visit to dentist is now often quite
______.
A) harmless B) helpful C) painless D) tasty

75. It was a very ______ football match.
A) silly B) exciting C) bored D) deep

76. We felt very ______ on holiday.
A) relaxed B) relaxing C) rest D) unrest

77. It was a (an) ______ film. I nearly fell asleep.
A) interesting B) boring C) exciting D) relaxing

78. You look rather ______. Why don’t you see a doctor?
A) unhealthy B) tired C) unpleasant D) fair

79. Will you take the job? We must have a quick ______.
A) mind B) decision C) deciding D) manner

80. I’d like to ______ you on passing your exam.
A) congratulate B) thank C) excuse D) let

81. We cannot _______ children under 14 to go to movies without their
parents.
A) let B) make C) have D) permit

82. The _______ of train will be 15 minutes late.
A) coming B) use C) departure D) time

83. I think I will ______ about this bad service.
A) complain B) think C) consider D) explain

84. They don’t get on well. They are having a(an) ______ now.
A) talking B) war C) fighting D) argument

85. It is very difficult to ______ this machine.
A) make B) do C) operate D) work

86. It doesn’t matter. It is of no ______.
A) learning B) importance C) significant D) work

87. I don’t like the ______ of the furniture in this room.
A) way B) staying C) compliment D) arrangement

88. He gave the police the ______ of the stolen goods.
A) shape B) shadow C) description D) explanation

89. My boss needs my ______ on that paper.
A) mark B) signature C) acceptation D) refuse

90. I do not know which one to ______.
A) choice B) choose C) chose D) choosy

91. This documentation is not ______. You might be arrested for this.
A) criminal B) legal C) formal D) incorrect

92. My kitchen is very old. I am going to _______ it.
A) new B) clean C) paint D) modernize

93. The people demonstrated for more ______.
A) government B) freedom C) oppression D) life

94. My brother ______ 65 kilos.
A) weighs B) masses C) makes D) pulls

95. I am worried about the children’s ______ on the street.
A) freedom B) sanction C) safety D) noise

96. You will find all the ______ you want here. It is good place to stay.
A) law B) peace C) war D) argument

97. There are pictures of ______ in the newspapers everyday. I really
don’t want to see them.
A) peace B) freedom C) people D) violence

98. How long is it? The ______ must be very exact.
A) side B) longing C) area D) measurement

99. The film was a great ______. It made 75 million dollars.
A) hope B) money C) success D) bank

100. What about six o’clock. Will that time ______ you?
A) match B) suit C) approve D) agree
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1. Excuse me. Could you ______ me the way to the town hall?
A) let B) put C) talk D) tell

2. Not more books! There aren’t enough ______ to put them on.
A) leaves B) cases C) spaces D) shelves

3. Don’t forget your ______. It’s very cold outside.
A) gloves B) underwear C) umbrella D) scissors

4. There are eleven players in a football ______.
A) game B) pitch C) team D) group

5. What’s wrong with your foot? - One of my ______ hurts.
A) fingers B) heels C) wrists D) toes

6. Bill’s a ______ so he travels all over the world.
A) baker B) butcher C) sailor D) driver

7. The ______ will help you if you can’t find the book you want.
A) porter B) agent C) librarian D) operator

8. I must book a ______ for our game of tennis tomorrow.
A) field B) court C) green D) team

9. My car won’t start. Could you give me a ______ to town?
A) bus B) car C) hand D) lift

10. Do you take ______ in your tea?
A) spoon B) pepper C) salt D) sugar

11. This doll is a present for my ______. I hope she likes it.
A) husband B) nephew C) niece D) uncle

12. What kind of fruit would you like?
- A ______ please.
A) carrot B) mushroom C) pear D) turnip

13. I’ll look in my ______ and see if I’m free on Wednesday.
A) diary B) dictionary C) briefcase D) calendar

14. You don’t have to ______! We’re not late!
A) dream B) laugh C) rush D) wait

15. Which do you ______ cream or milk?
A) rather B) eat C) prefer D) wear

16. You can hang your jacket in the ______.
A) bedspread B) chest of drawers
C) hanger D) wardrobe

17. The shopping centre is now a pedestrian ______.
A) arrival B) palace C) pavement D) precinct

18. Could you ______ a photo of me in front of this building?
A) check B) make C) paint D) take

19. The ice is very ______ so don’t walk on it.
A) high B) low C) thick D) thin

20. Carol speaks so fast that it’s ______ to understand her.
A) difficult B) easy C) slow D) wrong

21. The mechanic hopes to ______ our car by this evening.
A) make B) renew C) repair D) wander

22. My ______ says I need stronger glasses.
A) chemist B) conductor C) keeper D) optician

23. Are you ready to go?
- Not ______. Give me 10 minutes.
A) for me B) very much C) very many D) yet

24. How much does she earn?
- That’s none of your ______ !
A) business B) decision C) information D) role

25. The police are looking for the ______ of a red Ford.
A) detective B) instructor C) owner D) rider

26. I’ve already got a ______ at a hotel in the town centre.
A) prescription B) property C) reserve D) reservation

27. The next ______ of the show is at seven thirty.
A) event B) performance C) stall D) game

28. You can’t eat that pear. It isn’t ______ yet.
A) best B) pale C) ripe D) mature

29. Can you ______ the coffee and I’ll get the biscuits.
A) depart B) disturb C) feed D) pour

30. Should I wear my sandals or my ______?
A) cardigan B) shorts C) trainers D) scarves

31. Shirley tried to stop the car but the ______ didn’t work.
A) brakes B) crossroads C) tires D) controls

32. The referee and the two teams ran out onto the ______.
A) circus B) course C) observatory D) pitch

33. You need some ______ coffee to wake you up.
A) awake B) hard C) brown D) strong

34. His suitcase was quite ______ so I could easily carry it.
A) cheap B) heavy C) light D) short

35. When did you ______ smoking?
- About two years ago.
A) cut off B) give up C) make up D) throw away

36. The plane ______ late because of the terrible weather.
A) blew up B) grew up C) went on D) took off

37. The ______ at the hospital told me not to worry about my leg.
A) accountant B) director C) lodger D) specialist

38. The President is a very ______ man. Everyone does what he says.
A) circular B) direct C) painful D) powerful

39. We had to ______ the match because of the bad weather.
A) call back B) call off C) think over D) find out

40. Pat was surprised when her boss didn’t ______ the meal.
A) buy B) pay C) pay for D) spend

41. All Michael ate was two thin ______ of bread.
A) rolls B) loaves C) slices D) snacks

42. With this ______ I can get to the windows on the first floor.
A) index B) ladder C) lager D) step

43. You can ______ a bus just outside the station.
A) beat B) catch C) keep D) meet

44. Take your overcoat with you ______ it gets cold.
A) although B) in case C) unless D) until

45. I’d like to ______ this cheque, please.
A) cash B) change C) pay for D) spend

46. The police put ______ on the robbers to stop them getting away.
A) handcuffs B) make-up C) saddles D) stretchers

47. Jimmy sent his mother a ______ of flowers for her birthday.
A) bar B) bunch C) pack D) packet

48. It’s raining. ______ take your umbrella with you.
A) Are you going B) Let’s
C) You’d better D) Would you like

49. There’s nothing good on television. Let’s ______ a video.
A) carry B) hire C) invite D) phone
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50. Make sure the knife is really ______ before you cut the meat.
A) flat B) sharp C) sliced D) thick

51. Thanks very much! I’m very ______ for your help.
A) generous B) grateful C) full D) sorry

52. I like the color of the jacket but the ______ are too short.
A) buttons B) heels C) collars D) sleeves

53. Can you just ______ that all the windows are shut?
A) catch B) check C) control D) reclaim

54. Which ______ does our flight leave from?
- Number 12.
A) carriageway B) exit C) gate D) ground

55. Look at my sweater! It ______ when I washed it.
A) boiled B) cut C) missed D) stretched

56. Wear a ______ to protect your head in case there’s an accident.
A) brooch B) crash helmet C) glove D) cap

57. Could you ______ your name at the bottom of the letter?
A) answer B) cross C) lay D) sign

58. James is a terrible cook. He can’t even ______ an egg!
A) blow B) boil C) lay D) smoke

59. Surely they aren’t ______ enough to buy such a large car!
A) cautious B) well C) poor D) wealthy

60. There isn’t any water coming out of this ______.
A) heel B) lock C) shelf D) tap

61. I’ve put on ______. I eat too many cakes.
A) gloves B) mixture C) waist D) weight

62. Put your suitcase up on the luggage ______.
A) lounge B) park C) rack D) store

63. You could hear the crowd shouting in the local football ______.
A) ground B) park C) pool D) station

64. That’ll ______ children! Stop shouting!
A) do B) fit C) help D) make

65. I can’t tell you now. I’ll ______ you know later.
A) get B) let C) make D) tell

66. Give me a ______ some time. You know my phone number.
A) date B) line C) post D) ring

67. The bus was so ______ that we couldn’t all get on.
A) crowded B) deep C) thick D) various

68. We have a ______ climate so the winters are never very cold.
A) bright B) fair C) high D) mild

69. It’s so ______ in here. Don’t you ever clean this room?
A) cloudy B) dark C) dusty D) misty

70. If you ask a ______ price for your car. I’m sure you’ll sell it.
A) helpful B) mild C) reasonable D) shiny

71. No, don’t wear blue. It doesn’t ______ you.
A) fit B) notice C) suit D) take

72. The ______ climbed up the tree and we couldn’t see it any more.
A) deer B) rabbit C) squirrel D) tortoise

73. Can you ______ me the time, please?
A) say B) tell C) speak D) talk

74. Do you know how ______ it is from Ashgabat to Mary?
It’s 370 km.
A) many B) much C) far D) often

75. Can I ______ your phone, please? I must call my parents.
A) borrow B) use C) take D) lend

76. Don’t go. I’m going to ______ some coffee.
A) make B) cook C) boil D) prepare

77. I am ______ my wife to drive a car.
A) learning B) showing C) practising D) teaching

78. I had to keep my son home from school today because he had a
______ of 38.
A) fever B) headache C) temperature D) heat

79. When we were in Spain last year we ______ at a wonderful hotel
overlooking the beach.
A) stayed B) stopped C) lived D) left

80. Is there anything ______ you’d like me to get you?
A) else B) more C) extra D) much

81. Most banks will ______ people money to buy a house.
A) lend B) borrow C) give D) take

82. My friend has a ______ job at a chemist’s.
A) half-time B) spare-time C) empty-time D) part-time

83. ______ have you been learning English?
A) For how long time B) How long
C) How long time D) How many time

84. I hate doing the ______ especially cleaning the windows.
A) homework B) housework C) jobs D) house-jobs

85. You mustn’t be angry with her. It wasn’t her ______ that she was
late.
A) blame B) error C) mistake D) fault

86. She ______ to take her neighbor to court if he didn’t stop making so
much noise.
A) promised B) threatened C) offered D) suggested

87. You can count ______ me if you ever want any help.
A) in B) on C) up D) by

88. Each ______ of the family had to take it in turns to do the washing-
up.
A) individual B) character C) member D) person

89. Don’t ______ my speech when I am talking.
A) cut B) interrupt C) divide D) separate

90. You can borrow money this time but don’t make ______ of it.
A) habit B) feeling C) help D) learning

91. I always write my daily activities on my ______.
A) weekly B) daily C) diary D) minutely

92. James and Jim are twins. They were ______ at birth and they didn’t
meet until they were both thirty nine.
A) left B) deserted C) separated D) abandoned

93. What do we call someone whose job is to repair taps and baths?
A) tailor B) carpenter C) bricklayer D) plumber

94. When I was away on business, my neighbors looked after my home.
Which of the followings is the synonym of the underlined word?
A) pick out B) give up C) take care of D) settle down

95. When you say that you will do something for somebody, you ______.
A) shout B) promise C) ask D) tell

96. When you say something to someone’s ear quietly and secretly,
you ______.
A) say again B) whisper C) discuss D) cry out

97. ______ it was difficult, they managed to find somewhere they all
liked.
A) Although B) Before C) Since D) As soon as

98. Anyone who gets free rides in other people’s cars as a way of
travelling cheaply is called ______.
A) passenger B) traveller C) goner D) hitchhiker

99. When you pay no attention to anybody or to act as if you don’t see
him/her, you ______ him/her.
A) ignore B) veiw C) notice D) watch

100. He was bitten by mosquito, but he made things worse by ______
the bite all the time.
A) stoking B) scratching C) rubbing D) scraping
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ANIMALSANIMALSANIMALSANIMALSANIMALS

1. ______ is a white and black striped horse.
A) zebra B) donkey C) horse D) tiger

2. ______ is a male cow.
A) sheep B) bull
C) hippopotamus D) cow

3. ______ is a very large grey animal which has big ears and a trunk.
A) whale B) giraffe C) elephant D) horse

4. ______ is the only mammal which can fly.
A) eagle B) butterfly C) owl D) bat

5. The best animal friend of human is known to be ______.
A) dog B) shark C) zebra D) panda

6. The young horse is called ______.
A) zebra B) foal C) donkey D) calf

7. A ______ has long ears, long teeth, lives in a ground and like to eat
carrot.
A) mouse B) rabbit C) dog D) sheep

8. The young cow is called ______.
A) lamb B) foal C) calf D) kitten

9. The young sheep is called ______.
A) kitten B) calf C) foal D) lamb

10. The young dog is called ______.
A) puppy B) lamb C) kitten D) calf

11. The young cat is called ______.
A) puppy B) lamb C) kitten D) calf

12. The young of kangaroo grows up in its mother’s ______.
A) sack B) bag C) pocket D) pouch

13. Camel has ______ on his back.
A) trunk B) horn C) pouch D) lump

14. ______ is a kind of bear which lives in cold places and has a white
skin.
A) deer B) polar C) gorilla D) panda

15. ______ is a very tall animal that has long neck.
A) giraffe B) elephant C) horse D) cow

BBBBBAAAAATHRTHRTHRTHRTHROOMOOMOOMOOMOOM

1. ______ is a piece of cloth used for drying something.
A) tie B) flannel C) toilet paper D) towel

2. ______ is a piece of cloth you use in bathroom to wash yourself.
A) toilet paper B) towel C) flannel D) scales

3. My friend weighs 120 kilograms, and he has ______ which help him
to know how much he weighs.
A) comb B) scales C) razor D) watch

4. ______ is a substance that you use to wash yourself with.
A) soap B) towel C) flannel D) tile

5. ______ is a brush for cleaning your teeth.
A) toothbrush B) hairbrush C) paintbrush D) toothpaste

6. ______ is a sharp instrument for removing hair, especially from a
man’s face.
A) scissors B) razor C) comb D) shaving-foam

7. ______ is liquid soap used for washing your hair.
A) cream B) shaving-foam
C) shampoo D) soap

8. ______ is a thing that you stand under to wash your whole body.
A) toilet B) sink C) bathtub D) shower

9. ______ is a bar that you use to hang things on.
A) towel-rail B) sink
C) bathtub D) laundry basket

10. ______ is a piece of plastic or metal that you use to make your hair
tidy.
A) comb B) razor C) razor-blade D) scissors

11. ______ is a long large container that you fill with water to sit in and
wash yourself.
A) laundry basket B) bathtub
C) sink D) toilet

12. ______ is a room where you can have a shower.
A) dining-room B) bathroom C) bedroom D) kitchen

13. ______ is the thing in a bathroom or kitchen, where you wash you
hands, face etc.
A) refrigerator B) bathtub C) sink D) toilet

14. The floor and walls of bathroom is covered by ______.
A) papers B) carpets C) tiles D) towels

15. ______ is a brush that is used for cleaning your nails.
A) hairbrush B) nail cleaner C) toothbrush D) nail brush

CLCLCLCLCLOOOOOTHESTHESTHESTHESTHES

1. ______ is something that you wear to cover your feet.
      A) shoe B) sweater C) cap D) t-shirt

2. ______ is a soft hat with a curved part sticking out at the front.
A) cap B) umbrella C) scarf D) boot

3. ______ is a cotton shirt with short sleeves and no collar.
A) blazer B) shirt C) jacket D) t-shirt

4. ______ is a piece of warm woolen clothing for the top half of your
body.
A) glove B) scarf C) coat D) sweater

5. ______ is a piece of clothing worn on your hand, with separate parts
for the thumb and each finger.
A) skirt B) jeans C) glove D) scarf

6. ______ is a narrow piece of cloth that you wear around your neck
with a skirt.
A) blazer B) tie C) trousers D) blouse

7. ______ is a piece of clothing for girls and women that fits around the
waist and hangs down like a dress.
A) skirt B) trousers C) blouse D) jacket

8. ______ is a piece of material that you wear around your neck, head,
or shoulders, especially when it is cold.
A) shirt B) tie C) scarf D) glove

9. ______ is a shirt for women.
A) skirt B) t-shirt C) blouse D) blazer

10. ______ is a short coat.
A) blazer B) jacket C) suit D) blouse

11. ______ is a kind of shoe that covers your whole foot and the lower
part of your leg, especially worn in winter.
A) shoe B) socks
C) slippers D) boot
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12. ______ is a piece of clothing that you wear on your foot inside
your shoe.
A) socks B) pants C) boot D) sleeve

13. ______ are light trousers and a shirt that you wear in bed.
A) pajamas B) swimsuit C) suit D) blouse

14. ______ is the part of a piece of clothing that covers your arm.
A) collar B) sleeve C) cuff D) pocket

15. ______ is a piece of clothing  that covers the lower part of your
body, with a separate part covering each leg.
A) trousers B) skirt C) blouse D) boot

DINING RDINING RDINING RDINING RDINING ROOMOOMOOMOOMOOM

1. When I looked at the ______ I saw myself in it.
A) glass B) mirror C) window D) clock

2. Yesterday we didn’t have electricity, but we had some ______. We
lit them to produce light.
A) batteries B) candles C) papers D) fires

3. ______ heats the room and consists of hollow metal container that
fills up with hot water.
A) radiator B) fire place C) bathtub D) sink

4. I cut some bread with a ______.
A) spoon B) fork C) knife D) plate

5. ______ is a small tool used for picking up food, with handle and
three or four points.
A) fork B) spoon C) knife D) plate

6. There were about 0,5 liter coffee in the ______.
A) spoon B) vase C) plate D) coffee pot

7. The table was covered by table ______.
A) rug B) mat C) carpet D) cloth

8. He looked at the ______ and realized that it was 3:00 AM.
A) clock B) water C) fire D) window

9. Famous ______ “Mono Lisa” was painted by Leonardo Da Vinci
A) picture B) painting C) photo D) plate

10. ______ is a cloth material that is used for cleaning your lips after
meal.
A) napkin B) table-cloth C) tie D) socks

11. We drink soup meals from a ______ .
A) knife B) fork C) bowl D) lampshade

12. ______ is something that is used to take the food from dish to mouth,
shaped like a small bowl with a long handle.
A) fork B) knife C) spoon D) mini-bowl

13. My brother put all flowers in the ______.
A) bowl B) pot C) vase D) glass

14. There were some money, our documents and phone bills in the
______.
A) drawer B) refrigerator
C) air-conditioner D) sofa

15. I drank orange juice from ______.
A) glass B) pot C) spoon D) plate

ENVIRENVIRENVIRENVIRENVIRONMENTONMENTONMENTONMENTONMENT

1. The highest ______ of the mountain Everest is 8860 meters high.
A) peak B) island C) stream D) boulder

2. After tsunami at the beach there were big ______ with the height of
15 meters.
A) waves B) lakes C) seas D) sand

3. There weren’t any ______ between our gardens and it was very
difficult to separate them from each other.
A) field B) rock C) hedge D) grass

4. Total area of wheat ______ is 19670 km2.
A) sea B) field C) lake D) beach

5. ______ is a large area of salty water.
A) waterfall B) lake C) reservoir D) sea

6. The water is stored in ______ before it is supplied to people’s houses.
A) reservoir B) sea C) lake D) river

7. ______ is place where water flows down over a rock or from a high
place.
A) lake B) sea C) waterfall D) river

8. ______ is a very high hill.
A) cliff B) rock C) plateau D) mountain

9. ______ is a large area of flat land that is higher than the land around
it.
A) plateau B) desert C) mountain D) field

10. ______ is a large natural hole in the side of cliff or under the ground.
A) rock B) stream C) cave D) island

11. ______ is a large rock which is especially found in the mountain.
A) island B) stone C) boulder D) hill

12. ______ is a large area covered with trees.
A) sea B) forest C) desert D) field

13. ______ is a large area of hot, dry land where is very much sand.
A) sea B) desert C) forest D) lake

14. ______ is an area of sand or small stones at the edge of the sea.
A) beach B) cliff C) island D) desert

15. ______ is an area of high land, like a small mountain.
A) hill B) peak C) valley D) beach

FFFFFAMILAMILAMILAMILAMILY RELAY RELAY RELAY RELAY RELATIONSHIPSTIONSHIPSTIONSHIPSTIONSHIPSTIONSHIPS

1. My mother’s or father’s mother is my ______.
A) mother B) grandfather
C) grandmother D) father

2. My mother’s sister is my ______.
A) niece B) uncle C) nephew D) aunt

3. My female parent is my ______.
A) grandmother B) father C) daughter D) mother

4. My wife’s mother is my ______.
A) mother-in-law B) grandmother
C) daughter D) granddaughter

5. My uncle’s or aunt’s child is my ______.
A) cousin B) niece C) nephew D) brother-in-law

6. My sister’s husband is my ______.
A) brother B) brother-in-law
C) cousin D) nephew

7. My children’s mother is my ______.
A) wife B) mother C) husband D) grandmother

8. My wife’s sister is my ______.
A) sister-in-law B) sister C) niece D) cousin

9. My sister’s daughter is my ______.
A) niece B) nephew C) cousin D) sister-in-law

10. My mother’s brother is my ______ .
A) uncle B) father-in-law C) aunt D) nephew
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11. My child’s son is my ______.
A) daughter B) son-in-law C) son D) grandson

12. My male child is my ______.
A) grandfather B) daughter C) grandson D) son

13. My sister’s son is my ______.
A) niece B) nephew C) cousin D) sister-in-law

14. My wife’s father is my ______.
A) father-in-law B) grandmother
C) daughter D) granddaughter

15. My wife’s brother is my ______.
A) brother-in-law B) brother
C) uncle D) grandfather

FOODFOODFOODFOODFOOD

1. ______ is a soft round fruit with yellow and red skin and a large seed
inside.
A) pineapple B) apple C) melon D) peach

2. ______ is a sweet juicy fruit that is round at the bottom and becomes
thinner at the top.
A) peach B) apple C) pear D) cherry

3. ______ is a hard round red or green fruit that is white inside.
A) watermelon B) apple C) cherry D) grapes

4. ______ is a small round soft red fruit with a large seed.
A) cherry B) watermelon C) apple D) banana

5. ______ is a long curved yellow fruit.
A) banana B) apple C) pear D) melon

6. ______ is a large round fruit with a hard yellow, orange, or green skin
and a lot of flat seeds.
A) apple B) melon C) cucumber D) banana

7. ______ is a round white vegetable with a brown or pale yellow skin,
that grows under the ground.
A) tomato B) potato C) cucumber D) cabbage

8. ______ is a long thick orange vegetable.
A) tomato B) cucumber C) onion D) carrot

9. ______ is a round white vegetable, usually with brown skin, which
has a strong smell and taste.
A) onion B) cabbage C) leek D) pumpkin

10. ______ is a long thin rounded vegetable with a dark green skin,
usually eaten row.
A) cucumber B) carrot C) onion D) beans

11. ______ is a soft round red vegetable, eaten especially in salads.
A) peas B) pepper C) tomato D) beans

12. ______ is a large round  green vegetable with thick leaves that is
usually cooked.
A) cucumber B) onion C) cabbage D) pumpkin

13. He filled my glass with orange ______.
A) coffee B) alcohol C) juice D) water

14. ______ is a brown powder that is made by crushing the beans of its
tree.
A) coffee B) coca-cola C) alcohol D) flour

15. ______ is a drink made by pouring boiling onto dried leaves, or the
leaves that are used to make this drink.
A) tea B) coffee C) whisky D) juice

HEALHEALHEALHEALHEALTHTHTHTHTH

1. ______ is a substance for treating an illness,  especially that you
drink.
A) ointment B) bandage C) medicine D) plaster

2. ______ is a piece of cloth that you wrap around an injury.
A) bandage B) ointment C) cast D) injection

3. He broke his leg, so doctor made a ______ around his broken leg.
A) cast B) ointment C) medicine D) plaster

4. ______ is a special material used for sticking on your skin to cover
small wounds.
A) cast B) medicine C) ointment D) plaster

5. ______ is a hard cover fitted over your arm, leg etc to support a
broken leg.
A) injection B) cast C) tablet D) capsule

6. He had had a big hole in his tooth before the dentist made ______ in
the hole.
A) injection B) cast C) filling D) medicine

7. Doctors use ______ for cleaning patient’s skin before injection.
A)  plaster B) bandage C) cotton wool D) cast

8. ______ is a kind of chair used by people who cannot walk.
A) wheel chair B) stool C) rocking chair D) armchair

9. Doctor gave the patient a ______ on which the medicine the patient
should take was written.
A) prescription B) medicine C) capsule D) cast

10. After the eye test, the optician told me that I should wear a pair of
______.
A) fillings B) glasses C) casts D) masks

11. During the operation, doctors were wearing ______ which were
covering all face except eyes.
A) casts B) masks C) bandage D) sling

12. ______ is a substance that you rub into your skin as a medical
treatment.
A) tablet B) cotton wool C) medicine D) ointment

13. When the lesson ended, I put my glasses into the ______.
A) glasses case B) pen case C) bookcase D) briefcase

14. ______ is an equipment that doctors use to listen to someone’s
heart or breathing.
A) stethoscope B) heart controller
C) blood pressure D) headphones

15. The doctor who does operations in the hospital is called ______.
A) surgeon B) dentist C) nurse D) optician

JOBSJOBSJOBSJOBSJOBS

1. Someone who plays piano is a/an ______.
A) pianist B) architect C) singer D) painter

2. Someone whose job is to make bread, cakes is a/an ______.
A) baker B) butcher C) barber D) dentist

3. Someone who works in a shop that sell meat is a/an ______.
A) baker B) butcher C) fireman D) teacher

4. Someone whose job is to cut men’s hair is  a/an ______.
A) singer B) doctor C) pharmacist D) barber

5. Someone whose job is to treat people’s teeth is a/an ______.
A) grocer B) doctor C) dentist D) singer

6. Someone whose job is to treat people who are ill is a/an ______.
A) dentist B) doctor C) singer D) painter
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7. Someone whose job is to stop fires is a/an ______.
A) repairman B) electrician C) fireman D) architect

8. Someone whose job is to deliver letters and packages to people’s
houses is a/an______.
A) butcher B) pharmacist C) house painter D) mailman

9. Someone whose job is to fix things is a/an______.
A) repairman B) fireman
C) house painter D) pianist

10. Someone whose job is to prepare drugs and medicines is a/an______.
A) pharmacist B) doctor C) dentist D) scientist

11. The______ painted the house into blue color.
A) house B) painter
C) baker D) architect

12. Someone whose job is to design buildings is ______.
A) teacher B) architect C) singer D) mailman

13. Math ______ gave us a lot of homework.
A) singer B) doctor C) teacher D) student

14. Historical paintings of famous ______ will be sold for  million dollars.
A) painters B) singers C) architects D) people

15. Someone who sells food, cleaning products in a small shop is a/
an______.
A) grocer B) baker C) butcher D) barber

LIVING RLIVING RLIVING RLIVING RLIVING ROOMOOMOOMOOMOOM

1. When the weather became colder, we put some ______ on fire to
heat the living room.
A) log B) blanket C) toys D) sofa

2. ______ is a small pillow that is put on the sofa.
A) armchair B) cushion C) carpet D) chair

3. In the 20th century its available to control the TV or other electronics
with ______  on your hand.
A) button B) headphones
C) remote control D) screen

4. We stir tea using a ______.
A) knife B) teacup C) fork D) teaspoon

5. ______ is used for carrying plates, dishes and food
A) tray B) pot C) carpet D) rug

6. ______ is a hanging cloth that can be pulled across a window.
A) table cloth B) curtain C) rug D) carpet

7. In our century there is ______  with multicolored screen.
A) clock B) cassette recorder
C) TV D) mirror

8. The ______ looks like armchair, but wide enough for 2 or 3 people.
A) deck chair B) chair C) stool D) sofa

9. The ______ is the top part of a room from inside surface.
A) roof B) floor C) wall D) ceiling

10. We use ______ for drinking tea, coffee, etc.
A) pots B) pans C) cups D) spoons

11. ______ is an open place in the wall of a room where you can burn
wood or coal to heat the room.
A) radiator B) fire place C) refrigerator D) ceiling

12. ______ is a piece of thick cloth or wool that is put on the floor as a
decoration.
A) curtain B) rug C) towel D) flannel

13. ______ is the room where you relax, watch television.
A) living room B) bathroom C) kitchen D) laundry room

14. ______ is used to control something like television from a
distance.
A) remote control B) camera
C) telescope D) microphone

15. ______ is a container used for making and serving tea, which has a
handle and a spout.
A) teapot B) teacup C) teaspoon D) jug

MUSIC MUSIC MUSIC MUSIC MUSIC AND AND AND AND AND THEATHEATHEATHEATHEATRETRETRETRETRE

1. ______ is a large group of musicians who play classical music
together.
A) singer B) actor C) orchestra D) film star

2. ______ is someone who shows people to their seats in a theatre,
cinema etc.
A) servant B) actor C) usher D) waiter

3. ______ is the side part of a stage where actors are hidden from
people watching the pay.
A) screen B) curtain C) scenery D) wing

4. ______ is someone who conducts a group of musicians or singers.
A) orchestra B) maestro C) composer D) singer

5. ______ is a stick used to direct a group of musicians, usually used by
conductor.
A) baton B) wood C) stick D) drum

6. ______ is someone who writes music.
A) composer B) producer C) singer D) painter

7. ______ is someone who controls the making of a play, film etc.
A) producer B) conductor C) film star D) star

8. ______ is a round musical instrument which you play by hitting it
with your hand or a special stick.
A) drum B) guitar C) violin D) saxophone

9. ______ is the things on the stage of a theatre that make it look like a
real place.
A) scenery B) screen C) pit D) audience

10. You walk along the ______ to get to your seat in a cinema or a theatre.
A) stage B) corridor C) aisle D) scenery

11. ______ is the raised floor in a theatre where actors perform a play.
A) screen B) stage C) audience D) balcony

12. ______ is a woman who performs in a play or film.
A) actor B) actress C) conductor D) producer

13. ______ is the place where the movies are shot.
A) cinema B) studio C) stage D) scenery

14. ______ is the people who watch film, play etc.
A) audience B) spectators C) orchestra D) drummer

15. ______ is a building with a stage where plays are performed.
A) theatre B) cinema C) school D) house

SPORSPORSPORSPORSPORTSTSTSTSTS

1. The game similar to tennis, played by hitting a small object with
feathers on it over a net is ______.
A) table-tennis B) badminton C) basketball D) volleyball

2. The game in which two or four people use rackets to hit a ball to
each other over a net is ______.
A) badminton B) tennis C) football D) cricket

3. ______ is a game in which two teams try to kick a ball between two
posts at either end of a field.
A) volleyball B) swimming C) football D) basketball
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4. The game played on a table with a green cover and holes round
the edge, in which you use cue to hit balls into holes is ______.
A) snooker B) bowling C) boxing D) darts

5. Hakan ______ the earliest goal in the World Cup history.
A) scored B) served C) threw D) hit

6. In baseball the man who tries to hit the ball is the ______.
A) bitter B) catcher C) goal keeper D) server

7. In football the player who can touch the ball with his hands is the
______.
A) referee B) catcher C) defender D) goalkeeper

8. In horse-racing the man who rides the horse is the ______.
A) race driver B) racehorse C) race course D) jockey

9. It was his first fight on the ______.
A) ring B) lane C) pitch D) field

10. The game which is played by rocket is ______.
A) table-tennis B) basketball C) volleyball D) football

11. ______ showed red card to the player.
A) goalkeeper B) referee C) coach D) spectators

12. ______ is a kind of race where cars compete among each other.
A) auto-racing B) horse-racing C) biathlon D) cycling

13. The seat which is put on the horse’s back is the ______.
A) saddle B) stirrup C) reins D) jockey

14. The person who gives directions during a match is a ______.
A) coach B) player C) referee D) stadium

15. The sport which is done in the sea is ______.
A) squash B) skiing C) baseball D) swimming

TRANSPORTRANSPORTRANSPORTRANSPORTRANSPORTTTTT

1. Volvo will make a new ______ which will be able to carry 25 cars.
A) transporter B) van C) pick-up truck D) bus

2. As they like traveling a lot, instead of buying a house, they bought
a ______.
A) caravan B) building C) car D) truck

3. ______ is a vehicle bigger than a normal car and smaller than a bus,
which can carry 8-12 people.
A) van B) train C) minibus D) truck

4. The ______ is filled with oil.
A) truck B) jeep C) tanker D) bus

5. Our Construction Company has more than 100 ______ for transportation
of doors and windows from one city to another.
A) vans B) buses C) trucks D) jeeps

6. He has been waiting at the ______ stop for 20 minutes, but there
weren’t any.
A) train B) truck C) airplane D) bus

7. They are moving from their old apartment to a new house. They are
taking all their furniture with a ______.
A) car B) lorry C) tanker D) train

8. A ______ is similar to bicycle, but it has engine which help itself to
move more quickly than bicycle.
A)  horse B) motor-cycle C) car D) bus

9. The ______ will arrive at Amsterdam railway station at 3:00 PM.
A) train B) plane C) bus D) truck

10. Fifty students and four teachers were traveling in a ______.
A) bus B) van C) truck D) taxi

11. Bill Gates is very rich. He flies from the roof of her office to her
house by a ______.
A) helicopter B) plane C) ship D) boat

12. The ______ arrived at the harbor today with 500 people on its board.
A) yacht B) speedboat C) rowboat D) ferry

13. The vehicle which is made to travel through rough road is a ______.
A) bus B) sports car C) jeep D) convertible

14. The vehicle whose roof can fold back or removed is a ______.
A) bus B) tanker C) van D) convertible

15. ______ is a small fast boat with a powerful engine.
A) speedboat B) ferry C) ship D) sailboat

WEAWEAWEAWEAWEATHERTHERTHERTHERTHER

1. The sun is shining. It is ______.
A) foggy B) sunny C) dull D) misty

2. Small drops of water fall from clouds in the sky. It is ______.
A) snowing B) raining C) cloudy D) stormy

3. The storm with lightning is ______ storm.
A) thunder B) rainbow C) snow D) wind

4. ______ is a large curve of different colors in the sky that is caused by
the sun shining through rain.
A) rainbow B) thunderstorm
C) lightning D) storm

5. It is shining strongly and full of light. It is ______.
A) bright B) dull C) cloudy D) foggy

6. The season which includes December, January, February is ______.
A) summer B) spring C) winter D) autumn

7. The season which includes March, April, May is ______.
A) autumn B) summer C) spring D) winter

8. The season which includes June, July, August is ______.
A) spring B) autumn C) winter D) summer

9. The season which includes September, October, November is ______.
A) summer B) winter C) spring D) autumn

10. There is a thick cloudy air near ground, which is difficult to see
through. It is ______.
A) bright B) foggy C) sunny D) stormy

11. ______ weather is dark or grey because the sky is full of clouds.
A) sunny B) rainy C) windy D) bright

12. There is a layer of cloud close to ground that makes it difficult to see
very far. It is ______.
A) misty B) sunny C) dull D) stormy

13. ______ is soft white pieces of frozen water that fall like rain in cold
weather.
A) rainbow B) lightning C) snow D) rain

14. When it is ______, it is not bright or shiny.
A) sunny B) windy C) dull D) clear

15. In ______, it snows a lot.
A) summer B) winter C) autumn D) spring
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Find the synonym of the following words written in capitals.

1. He LOOKS at himself in the glass.
A) puts B) likes C) sees
D) stares E) stands

2. Ships and AIRCRAFTS are often equipped with radio telephones.
A) planes B) trains C) railroads
D) highways E) boats

3. Hemingway is a FAMOUS writer.
A) well-known B) unknown C) good
D) interesting E) loved

4. The children know that the sun RISES in the east.
A) wakes up B) reaches C) appears
D) sets E) watches

5. The teacher ASKED why he had missed so many classes.
A) replied B) informed C) wondered
D) answered E) said

6. I don’t want to know what they are TALKING about.
A) taking B) speaking C) coming
D) leaving E) saying

7. The game they LIKED best was writing short stories of their own.
A) found B) did C) enjoyed
D) wanted E) wished

8. My friend was sorry as his father was DEAD.
A) killed B) living C) came
D) was ill E) was alive

9. My friends can use my notes when they are ILL.
A) sick B) hard C) fresh
D) fine E) fear

10. Our classes usually ARE OVER at 7 in the evening.
A) go on B) continue C) finish
D) begin E) succeed

11. She said that she WAS GOING to live in London.
A) intended B) came C) planned
D) went E) left

12. He thought that he was very SILLY.
A) clever B) foolish C) bright
D) wise E) strong

13. They had a big house and AT THE BACK OF it there was a small lake.
A) behind B) in front of C) between
D) over E) near

14. TWO HUNDRED YEARS ago the square yard was very clean.
A) many years B) two week C) two centuries
D) a fortnight E) two months

15. I am not going to write any more NOW.
A) then B) at the moment C) after that
D) early E) before

16. We shall be REACHING the station in 15 minutes.
A) moving to B) leaving for C) staying at
D) getting to E) taking from

17. She saw at once that something terrible had HAPPENED.
A) solved B) decided C) understood
D) heard E) taken place

18. She became angry and BEGAN to shout at them.
A) finished B) stopped C) started
D) set E) was over

19. They BEGAN to work together twenty years ago.
A) finished B) stayed C) continued
D) started E) gave up

20. We took the book last week and now we must GIVE it back.
A) take B) return C) revise
D) copy E) hold

21. Switzerland helps developing countries to TRAIN their skilled
personnel.
A) inform B) prepare C) learn
D) give E) study

22. The girl was so ATTRACTIVE that I constantly looked at her.
A) simple B) plain C) ugly
D) pretty E) quick

23. My parents WENT TO Moscow in May and they will come back in
June.
A) started B) set out C) visited
D) left for E) left

24. If your friend is seriously ill you should GO TO SEE him.
A) ask about B) leave C) see
D) visit E) approach

25. I would like to speak to you IMMEDIATELY.
A) right now B) just once C) once
D) later E) in 2 days

26. That wasn’t pronounced CORRECTLY.
A) wrongly B) exactly C) badly
D) good E) well

27. “Will you GO ON, Ashley?” said the teacher.
A) start B) finish C) stop
D) continue E) begin

28. What HAPPENED to you?
A) was result of B) came
C) was the matter with D) made
E) was glad

29. I ENJOYED the trip very much.
A) was happy B) interested in C) liked
D) was surprised E) was glad

30. She is a doctor and ALSO a student.
A) else B) too C) either
D) neither E) so

31. His HOLIDAY by the sea was like a dream.
A) rest B) rested C) walk
D) stay E) life

32. The housewife TASTED the soup and said it was delicious.
A) cooked B) tried C) tried on
D) took E) gave

33. The child couldn’t find his ball because he had PUT it under the bed.
A) take B) took C) carried
D) place E) placed

34. The streets of Tashkent are WIDE and straight.
A) broad B) beautiful C) narrow
D) long E) plain

35. The school he goes to is NEAR his house.
A) closed B) far C) not far from
D) about E) by

36. There was an old man in a barge, whose nose was exceedingly LARGE.
A) tiny B) huge C) minute
D) wide E) small
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37. At the age of 17 he LEFT school and went to work at the factory.
A) graduated B) went out C) entered
D) stopped E) quitted

38. I’ll LEND you my book if you return it to me.
A) take B) show C) give
D) send E) get

39. The festival STARTED in Berlin.
A) began B) go on C) went on
D) was held E) opened

40. I like to CLEAN my room.
A) wash B) white - wash C) paint
D) tidy up E) sweep

41. This film IS ON at the “Friendship” cinema.
A) is shown B) performs C) runs
D) goes E) does

42. Mr. Brown was very happy as he HAD RETURNED from his
hometown.
A) had come back B) had seen C) had received
D) had asked E) had gone

43. He ENTERED the shop and wanted to buy a shirt, but it was too
expensive.
A) wanted B) arrived C) came into
D) got E) reached

44. I WISH I hadn’t gone to the pictures.
A) take B) stay C) desire
D) argue E) spend

45. Why don’t they ANSWER my question?
A) say B) ask C) reply
D) reform E) report

46. Mark Twain VISITED the Crimea in 1867.
A) went to B) returned C) ran
D) started E) left

47. I have been to Tashkent A NUMBER OF TIMES.
A) several times B) some time C) the same time
D) any time E) in no time

48. Soon I FOUND OUT that she had left for Italy.
A) saw B) learned C) heard
D) knew E) recognized

49. Argentina is LARGER than Great Britain.
A) wider B) older C) better
D) bigger E) richer

50. Pete promised to take our PICTURE but didn’t keep his word.
A) give B) bring C) photograph
D) paint E) draw

51. Every spring the school leavers HAVE their diplomas.
A) fail B) carry C) bring
D) organize E) take

52. If you can type 100 words a minute and you would like more
responsibility, please CALL 01-722.
A) shout B) explain C) cry
D) utter E) phone

53. Samuel told me that they were PLANNING to see the gallery in a
few days.
A) staying B) playing C) going
D) starting E) coming

54. I liked to read books about TRAVELS in my holiday.
A) rests B) walks C) plays
D) journeys E) balls

55. He WENT ON sleeping while we took him into our house.
A) continued B) spoke C) stopped
D) went E) finished

56. How are you? I am FINE thanks.
A) so-so B) not well C) O.K.
D) sick E) in low spirits

57. There is a SMALL boat with a man in it.
A) stout B) large C) little
D) tidy E) thin

Find the synonym of the following words:

58. Investigation
A) option B) question C) expression D) search

59. Explain
A) Mix B) define C) protest D) train

60. Fine
A) poor B) excellent C) inferior D) bad

61. Private
A) general B) personal C) community D) public

62. Large
A) thin B) great C) long D) soft

63. Crazy
A) cruel B) chubby C) wild D) mad

64. Fundamental
A) awful B) absurd C) vain D) basic

65. Famous
A) well off B) needy C) rich D) well-known

66. Take off
A) put on B) dress C) wear D) remove

67. Annual
A) yearly B) daily C) monthly D) weekly

68. Region
A) farm B) area C) beach D) source

69. Way
A) bridge B) road C) railway D) field

70. Estimate
A) guess B) inform C) miss D) confuse

71. Error
A) mistake B) correct C) result D) right

72. Actually
A) shortly B) timely C) briefly D) really

73. Define
A) explain B) protest C) train D) mix

74. Want
A) hesitate B) detest C) refuse D) wish

75. Fresh
A) moldy B) new C) rotten D) stale

76. Start
A) finish B) come C) begin D) leave

77. Mature
A) infant B) child C) young D) adult

78. Remember
A) offer B) forget C) advice D) recollect
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79. Empty
A) filled B) vacant C) full D) deep

80. Gift
A) present B) punishment C) penalty D) fine

81. Area
A) source B) farm C) beach D) region

82. Fortune
A) luck B) belief C) religion D) faith

83. Personal
A) public B) community C) general D) private

84. Watch
A) look at B) seek C) think D) read

85. Far
A) nearby B) near C) distant D) close

86. Quantity
A) month B) sound C) discount D) amount

87. Below
A) near B) under C) above D) next to

88. Kind
A) rude B) gentle C) intelligent D) brainy

89. Narrow
A) soft B) long C) thin D) brief

90. Pardon
A) forgive B) forbid C) allow D) promise

91. Shout
A) whisper B) whistle C) blow D) yell

92. Enter
A) get in B) desert C) abandon D) quit

93. Pleased
A) sad B) happy C) unhappy D) angry

94. Beautiful
A) ugly B) sorrowful C) plain D) pretty

95. Little
A) large B) huge C) small D) big

96. Active
A) slow B) idle C) poor D) energetic

97. Border
A) density B) altitude C) edge D) surface

98. End
A) compare B) start C) finish D) move

99. Old
A) elderly B) raw C) immature D) young

100. Ask
A) response B) reply C) question D) call
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Find the antonym of the following words written in capitals.

1. I’ll have to take the PUPILS into the hills.
A) teachers B) schoolchildren C) kids
D) students E) boys

2. She is the WORST student in our group.
A) good B) bad C) badly
D) best E) nice

3. Breakfast is the FIRST meal of the day.
A) important B) main C) last but one
D) last E) next

4. He is an enemy, REMEMBER.
A) keep in mind B) remind C) recall
D) forget E) believe

5. Her luggage was so HEAVY that she asked the young man to help
her.
A) easy B) large C) least
D) light E) vast

6. Her English is POOR.
A) excellently B) unsatisfactory C) bad
D) good E) not good

7. February is the SHORTEST month in the year.
A) largest B) farthest C) longest
D) highest E) biggest

8. TAKING a piece of chalk the pupil on duty began writing on the
board.
A) giving B) sending C) bringing
D) spending E) belonging

9. I liked the END of the story most of all.
A) beginning B) middle C) starting
D) meaning E) part

10. Our farm is in the COUNTRY.
A) street B) valley C) forest
D) town E) park

11. I WAS RIGHT last night, wasn’t I?
A) was over B) were ill C) correct
D) was wrong E) was busy

12. I don’t REMEMBER where I left my umbrella.
A) know B) forget C) give
D) notice E) support

13. What is it then, my SON?
A) girl B) boy C) daughter
D) dear E) friend

14. Some of them BEGAN to talk to me.
A) started B) finished C) was over
D) ended E) founded

15. The hall was FULL with spectators.
A) easy B) empty C) vacant
D) ready E) late

16. There are many other BIG cities in Great Britain with more than a
million inhabitants.
A) large B) short C) small
D) great E) low

17. I can’t understand why you are so BUSY at home.
A) engaged B) sleepy C) afraid
D) free E) angry

18. I think your FAT cat is ill.
A) thin B) stout C) big
D) thick E) small

19. The prince ran after her and saw the pretty shoe which the girl HAD
LOST.
A) had found B) had left C) had forgotten
D) had forgiven E) didn’t find

20. It was MIDNIGHT and Cinderella ran away from the palace.
A) early in the morning B) late night C) midday
D) early night E) night

21. They OFTEN stay at the college after classes.
A) always B) seldom C) usually
D) ever E) early

22. Long ago the streets of this town were DIRTY.
A) clean B) narrow C) wide
D) broad E) long

23. He STARTED painting at a very early age and became famous at 27.
A) began B) gave up C) get up
D) continued E) went on

24. The travelers came to the hotel, LEFT their luggage there and went
for a walk in the town.
A) kept B) raised C) caught
D) took E) picked out

25. He began TO EARN money very early.
A) to change B) to touch C) to spend
D) to sweep E) to tear

26. It was not EASY for him to find a job in such a long time.
A) difficult B) pleasant C) necessary
D) heavy E) dark

27. The weather was nice and children didn’t want to stay INSIDE.
A) at home B) in the country C) out
D) outside E) garden

28. Let’s open the window. It’s very HOT here.
A) dark B) cold C) stuffy
D) foggy E) easy

29. You speak so FAST that it is nearly impossible to follow what you
say.
A) weak B) low C) slow
D) quick E) quite

30. GO OUT OF the room, please, it’s very stuffy here.
A) come out B) leave C) leave for
D) stay in E) useful

31. A DARK cloud having appeared in the sky, we decided to stay at
home.
A) bright B) heavy C) white
D) cloudless E) merry

32. He says they will go to the TOP of the hill next
A) near B) above C) bottom
D) under E) downstairs

33. They have the SHORT road and it will take them twenty minutes to
get to the village.
A) big B) large C) not strong
D) long E) rising

34. That will do. Your answer is quite RIGHT. Your mark is good.
A) correct B) good C) bad
D) wrong E) exact

35. Suddenly we heard a HIGH thin voice.
A) tall B) small C) short
D) low E) long

36. His best KNOWN paintings give a light to today’s Europe.
A) well-known B) famous C) unknown
D) bad E) worst
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37. We must never FORGET our heroes.
A) recognize B) recite C) remember
D) forgive E) thank

38. You are a GOOD swimmer.
A) hot B) bad C) low
D) normal E) not well

39. I stood there admiring that BEAUTIFUL picture.
A) bad B) nice C) ugly
D) terrible E) plain

40. You can tell him the TRUTH. He will help you.
A) a form B) a tale C) a secret
D) a lie E) a fable

41. Adriano is a TALL man.
A) big B) little C) small
D) short E) large

42. It’s much QUIETER there than here - very beautiful, but no tourists.
A) more peaceful B) noisier C) more essential
D) more uncertain E) easier

43. They are good boys, don’t LAUGH at them!
A) smile B) shout C) cry
D) look E) speak

44. I don’t think he will work hard. He is very LAZY.
A) absent-minded B) good looking C) good-natured
D) delighted E) hard-working

45. The mountains in Great Britain are not very HIGH.
A) low B) long C) short
D) tall E) big

46. He worked MUCH and got a good mark at his
A) a lot B) many C) few
D) little E) a few

47. He thinks his son has a GOOD future.
A) nice B) fine C) kind
D) bad E) wrong

48. You’ve got WET through.
A) warm B) dry C) hot
D) sweet E) cold

49. Did you come by SEA?
A) land B) bed C) desk
D) shop E) tree

50. Don’t speak so FAST!
A) loudly B) slowly C) well
D) proudly E) quickly

51. I’m LEAVING FOR Rio tomorrow and I’ll be back in a week’s time.
A) going to B) coming from C) living in
D) reaching E) approaching

52. My friend Cyril isn’t TALL enough to dance with Natalie.
A) good B) nice C) happy
D) long E) short

53. When I WOKE UP it was dark in the room.
A) got up B) awoke C) fell asleep
D) stayed E) left

54. I’m glad the interest rate is not very HIGH.
A) short B) tall C) long
D) low E) huge

55. We are in a hurry. PUSH the car to one side.
A) bring B) move C) pull
D) park E) break

56. The old man had MORE money than sixty thousand pounds.
A) much B) larger C) over
D) fewer E) less

57. We heard a LOT OF interesting things over the radio yesterday
evening.
A) little B) many C) tremendous
D) few E) a great deal

58. I’ll BE IN tomorrow morning.
A) stay B) be out C) be over
D) come E) give

59. When the Browns paint their living-room and the paint is DRY they
will hang a modern picture on the wall.
A) cold B) white C) wet
D) blue E) clean

60. Though the watch was very EXPENSIVE, he decided to buy it for
her.
A) dear B) calm C) cheap
D) quiet E) rich

61. The Thames is a short river but it is WIDE.
A) long B) shallow C) narrow
D) nice E) big

62. He GAVE his friend a book last week.
A) brought B) took C) bought
D) had E) sold

63. John’s parents want him to study law and become President one
day. They have HIGH hopes on him.
A) tall B) respectful C) wise
D) unpleasant E) small

64. The MORE you read, the more you know.
A) much B) many C) little
D) least E) less

65. BEFORE death he decided to leave his money to a hospital.
A) earlier B) after C) above
D) below E) over

66. Nina was a small girl and not at all STRONG.
A) seldom B) forceful C) weak
D) frozen E) clever

67. She runs FAST.
A) quickly B) slowly C) easily
D) badly E) well

68. Tom was a TALL boy of 16.
A) low B) short C) long
D) little E) small

69. I must change my jeans. They are really DIRTY.
A) clear B) short C) bright
D) clean E) yellow

70. It’s EASY to understand this text.
A) hard B) difficult C) simple
D) longest E) clear

71. David was POOR and had TO FIND his aunt.
A) rich / to lose B) tall / to win
C) short / to gather D) clever / to hide
E) rich / to look for

72. He SAT thinking near the window.
A) stood B) saw C) cried
D) flew E) died

73. I have been UNHAPPY since my mother died.
A) happy B) busy C) tired
D) excited E) ill

74. - How are you?
- I am WELL, thank you.
A) ill B) greedy C) fine
D) O.K. E) ready
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75. This box is very light. The man can EASILY lift it.
A) hardly B) hurriedly C) slowly
D) earnestly E) badly

76. My watch is RIGHT.
A) wrong B) left C) heavy
D) slow E) fast

77. It happened long after THE NIGHT that I fell down into a pit.
A) dark B) evening C) day
D) dawn E) moonlight

78. There’s too MUCH crime and violence in the streets of cities
nowadays.
A) sad B) few C) glad
D) little E) many

79. My RIGHT hand is stronger than yours.
A) left B) wrong C) dirty
D) pretty E) crushed

80. Scotland is the land of mountains, NARROW valleys and plains.
A) wide B) long C) fat
D) thick E) large

Find the antonym of the following words:

81. Leave
A) arrive B) desert C) separate D) abandon

82. Hide
A) show B) cover C) spend D) save

83. High
A) low B) tall C) important D) powerful

84. Brave
A) heroic B) bold C) keen D) cowardly

85. Behind
A) near B) far C) in front of D) on

86. Pull
A) divide B) hit C) kick D) push

87. Horizontal
A) flat B) level C) vertical D) even

88. Absent
A) present B) off C) away D) missing

89. Public
A) different B) private C) usual D) common

90. Bitter
A) sweet B) stale C) rotten D) moldy

91. Cry
A) blow B) speak C) chat D) laugh

92. Reduce
A) limit B) lessen C) increase D) decrease

93. Ill
A) sick B) healthy C) poor D) painful

94. Adult
A) disabled B) aged C) immature D) old

95. Dry
A) barren B) wet C) sterile D) arid

96. Win
A) earn B) lose C) get D) gain

97. Past
A) next B) future C) present D) before

98. Sick
A) ill B) patient C) sorry D) well

99. Cautious
A) fussy B) reckless C) nervous D) careful

100. Clever
A) Stupid B) chubby C) kind D) smart

101. Dangerous
A) stormy B) risky C) safe D) hazardous

102. Increase
A) carry off B) go up C) decrease D) rise

103. Begin
A) continue B) ban C) urge D) stop

104. Narrow
A) thin B) tight C) wide D) sharp

105. Great
A) huge B) big C) small D) heavy

106. Outside
A) above B) on C) inside D) under

107. Ill
A) sick B) painful C) poor D) healthy

108. Noisy
A) muddy B) misty C) moldy D) silent

109. Finish
A) conclude B) end C) terminate D) begin

110. Light
A) rainy B) misty C) dark D) bright

111. Hate
A) praise B) commend C) love D) detest

112. Cheap
A) expensive B) inexpensive C) free D) low-cost

113. Finish
A) terminate B) conclude C) end D) begin

114. Fresh
A) stale B) new C) clean D) pure

115. Find
A) lose B) seek C) locate D) look

116. Pull
A) push B) kick C) hit D) divide

117. Cold
A) misty B) icy C) hot D) warm

118. Begin
A) ban B) urge C) continue D) stop

119. Cautious
A) reckless B) fussy C) nervous D) careful

120. Early
A) now B) quickly C) before D) late

121. Child
A) girl B) infant C) boy D) adult

122. Minority
A) majority B) population C) mankind D) people

123. Better
A) clear B) calm C) worse D) well

124. Enemy
A) rival B) opponent C) friend D) client
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Find the words which are out of the logic list:

1. A) correct B) accurate C) right D) wrong

2. A) tongue B) mouth C) head D) lip

3. A) neck B) eye C) ear D) nose

4. A) article B) booklet C) headline D) column

5. A) strike B) rap C) pat D) tap

6. A) book B) magazine C) newspaper D) prescription

7. A) huge B) large C) serious D) big

8. A) north B) east C) west D) earth

9. A) bell B) key C) door D) tenant

10. A) horse B) lion C) donkey D) sheep

11. A) month B) autumn C) summer D) winter

12. A) forest B) moon C) river D) mountain

13. A) body B) chest C) shoulder D) head

14. A) dinner B) soup C) supper D) lunch

15. A) detergent B) tap C) shower D) wash-basin

16. A) pencil case B) ruler C) class D) eraser

17. A) wall B) ceiling C) garden D) room

18. A) tiger B) monkey C) bear D) chicken

19. A) star B) moon C) sun D) sand

20. A) day B) month C) year D) dawn

21. A) number B) slash C) comma D) dot

22. A) rucksack B) briefcase C) purse D) luggage

23. A) player B) pitch C) fan D) referee

24. A) salad B) tray C) steak D) soup

25. A) blanket B) quilt C) pillow D) sofa

26. A) delicious B) bitter C) sour D) spicy

27. A) singer B) composer C) leaflet D) audience

28. A) heat wave B) ice C) winter D) snow

29. A) trousers B) shirt C) jacket D) handkerchief

30. A) fear B) fright C) calm D) alarm

31. A) driver B) bus C) pedestrian D) ticket

32. A) grocer B) driver C) baker D) greengrocer

33. A) sun B) sand C) star D) sky

34. A) ankle B) kidney C) liver D) lung

35. A) apple B) orange C) garlic D) peach

36. A) lake B) meadow C) sea D) stream

37. A) wrong B) true C) right D) correct

38. A) onion B) potato C) apricot D) carrot

39. A) kettle B) tray C) teapot D) curtain

40. A) minute B) clock C) hour D) second

41. A) row B) run C) fish D) swim

42. A) niece B) sister C) sister in law D) brother

43. A) rain B) star C) cloud D) thunder

44. A) bathroom B) chimney C) kitchen D) bedroom

45. A) cook B) steward C) chef D) waiter

46. A) harbor B) station C) bridge D) airport

47. A) knife B) pin C) scissors D) saw

48. A) garden B) library C) bank D) shop

49. A) duck B) hen C) tiger D) goose

50. A) traffic B) ball C) lamp
D) crossing E) vehicle

51. A) England B) Scotland C) New Zealand
D) Northern Ireland E) Wales

52. A) know B) understand C) break
D) think E) remember

53. A) canteen B) dining-hall C) warehouse
D) kitchen E) buffet

54. A) pane B) window sill C) window
D) pain E) frame

55. A) raincoat B) ticket C) suit
D) tie E) hat

56. A) beautiful B) attractive C) handsome
D) pretty E) sensitive

57. A) voyage B) trip C) traveling
D) travel E) athlete

58. A) to dig B) to grow C) to plant
D) to water E) to tidy up

59. A) bridge B) chair C) table
D) bench E) desk

60. A) performance B) concert C) flight
D) film E) play

61. A) spoon B) soup C) fork
D) knife E) plate

62. A) rain B) umbrella C) snow
D) storm E) wind

63. A) dress B) suit C) shirt
D) tailor E) skirt

64. A) carrot B) potato C) pigeon
D) cabbage E) pea

65. A) cucumber B) plum C) orange
D) cherry E) grapes
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66. A) stone B) glass C) ink
D) wood E) iron

67. A) Moscow B) Rome C) London
D) Washington E) New York

68. A) gymnastics B) photography C) cricket
D) judo E) football

69. A) kitchen B) bedroom C) garage
D) dining-room E) hall

70. A) once B) soon C) past
D) ago E) last time

71. A) beer B) lemonade C) gin
D) vodka E) whiskey

72. A) duck B) pheasant C) chicken
D) goose E) berry

73. A) a cat B) a cake C) a dog
D) a cow E) a sheep

74. A) train B) ship C) boat
D) captain E) plane

75. A) a spoon B) a fork C) a knife
D) a plate E) a cupboard

76. A) beef B) lamb C) chop
D) lettuce E) steak

77. A) above B) that C) under
D) into E) within

78. A) go B) return C) mile
D) stay E) change

79. A) fruit B) grass C) flower
D) plant E) egg

80. A) cotton B) butter C) cheese
D) bread E) milk

81. A) cousin B) niece C) aunt
D) nurse E) uncle

82. A) a spoon B) a fork C) a plate
D) a cup E) a cap

83. A) a room B) a flat C) a street
D) a house E) a parlor

84. A) applicant B) worker C) painter
D) interpreter E) builder

85. A) underground B) box-office C) bank
D) ministry E) school

86. A) scientist B) writer C) bakery
D) interpreter E) economist

87. A) go B) start C) arrive
D) come E) congratulate

88. A) goldfish B) horse C) fox
D) tree E) mouse

89. A) youth B) farmer C) adult
D) child E) teenager

90. A) speak B) say C) punish
D) talk E) tell

91. A) postman B) farmer C) field
D) reporter E) surgeon

92. A) tree B) flower C) bush
D) leave E) plant

93. A) field B) meadow C) forest
D) wood E) wardrobe

94. A) table B) bookcase C) tram
D) sofa E) furniture

95. A) feel B) see C) hear
D) lay E) want

96. A) suit B) shoe C) hat
D) pot E) shirt
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1. People fly in ______

2. Kevin Costner, Brad Pitt and Sean Connery are all ______

3. When you grow up you are ______

4. A country that has many kangaroos is ______

5. A machine which keeps you cool in summer is ______

6. It wakes you up in the morning. It’s ______

7. The opposite of dead is ______

8. Somewhere to stub your cigar out in is called ______

9. A word that means “good looking or pretty” ______

10. A person who goes to the moon or into outer space is called ______

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

1. A man who isn’t married is a ______

2. Another word meaning “luggage” is ______

3. Someone whose job is to cut hair is called a ______

4. Someone without socks or shoes on is ______

5. The red liquid in your body is called ______

6. If you come from Wales, Scotland, or England you are ______

7. Someone who breaks into houses is a ______

8. Something that is fired from a gun is called a ______

9. A small word that means “next to” is ______

10. Something that is used to fasten shirts and cuffs is called a ______

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

1. What chocolate drink came from Mexico? It’s ______

2. Where is the longest wall in the world? It’s in ______

3. We drink tea and coffee from it and it sits on a saucer. It’s a ______

4. Kings and queens live in this building. It’s a ______

5. The person in charge of a ship is a ______

6. Another word for a taxi is a ______

7. Barred enclosure for birds ______

8. The capital city of Egypt is ______

9. Something you sit on with four legs, a back and a seat is a ______

10. The opposite of expensive is ______

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

1. What has four legs, barks and wags it’s tail?

2. This is a precious stone often found in expensive rings.

3. If you have twelve eggs or twelve loaves of bread, then you have
a ______

4. When someone has too much alcohol to drink, they are ______

5. Somebody who can’t hear is said to be ______

6. If you have a toothache you might want to visit a ______

7. This kind of book is used to find the spelling of words.

8. Ice cream, pudding, apple pie and cake are all kinds of ______

9. Someone who wants to lose weight or has a health problem goes on
a ______

10. Ten years equals a ______

EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

1. An arm bends at the ______

2. The opposite of full is ______

3. A bigger copy of a photograph is called an ______

4. “The way out” is also known as the ______

5. The opposite of cheap is ______

6. The machine that makes a car move is it’s ______

7. What “E word” means all places?

8. The imaginary line that runs around the middle of the earth is called
the ______

9. Tokyo, Kobe and San Francisco are all cities which have been
damaged by ______

10. When everything is finished it is the ______

FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

1. Someone who works on the land, growing things is called a ______

2. Something you like the most is your ______

3. To apply for a driving license you have to fill out an
application ______

4. A thick kind of mist for which London is famous is ______

5. Someone who acts silly or is a bit stupid is called a ______

6. Two weeks is also called a ______

7. Something which is easily broken or damaged is ______

8. Light brown marks on the skin are called ______

9. Something given away for no money is ______

10. Cooking in hot fat is called ______

GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG

1. What “G word” is an area by a house where people grow flowers?

2. What European country used to be divided into East and West?

3. This “G word” is used to protect the hands or to keep them warm.
It’s a ______

4. This was first played in Scotland and involves hitting a little white
ball into a hole.

5. This is used to stick paper together.

6. Your mother’s parents and your father’s parents are your ______

7. The color you get when you mix white and black paint together.

8. Dark green or red fruit which grows on vines and are used to make
wine are called ______

9. The musical instrument that John Lennon played right-handed and
Paul McCartney plays left-handed is a ______

10. This is good to chew and chew and chew. It’s ______

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

1. What “H word” is a tool used to knock nails in with?

2. Another word to describe a good-looking man is ______

3. It’s worn on your head for either fashion or warmth. It’s a ______

4. This “H word” means you really, really don’t like something or
someone.

5. The joints where the legs join the body are called the ______

6. A holiday newly-weds have after their wedding is called a ______
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7. If you are ill or have an accident, you would go to a ______

8. How many years are there in a Century?

9. A typhoon that originates in the Atlantic is called a ______?

10. The opposite of heaven is ______

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

1. Water at zero degrees centigrade starts to form ______

2. If something is against the law, it is ______

3. A little word which means the opposite of out is ______

4. The colored liquid inside of a pen is called ______

5. A small moving thing which has six legs and either crawls, jumps,
walks or flies is called an ______

6. Something used in a band that makes sound is called an ______

7. A word which means ‘between countries’ and is often used in an
Airport name.

8. Someone or something that comes from Ireland is ______

9. A piece of land which is completely surrounded by water is an ______

10. The opposite of outside is ______

JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ

1. What is a short, long sleeved coat called?

2. A green stone found in China and Korea and is often carved is
called ______

3. Fruit boiled with sugar and spread on toast is called ______

4. A puzzle made up of different shaped pieces which are fitted together
again is called a ______

5. Another word for work or employment is ______

6. A person who decides in a competition, contest, or in a law case is
called a ______

7. A story which is funny is called a ______

8. The largest planet in the solar system is called ______

9. To travel to a distant place is to go on a ______

10. The sound made by keys, coins and especially small bells is called
a ______

KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

1. What in Australia jumps along on its two hind legs and carries it’s
baby in a pouch?

2. A metal container with a handle, lid and spout which is used for
boiling water is called a ______

3. A specially shaped piece of metal used to open locks is called a
______

4. What prefix means one thousand?

5. This “K word” means to touch with the lips.

6. What room in the house is all the cooking and washing of dishes
done in?

7. What “K word” is the joint which is half way down the leg?

8. Which piece of silverware has a handle and a blade and is used for
cutting?

9. What “K word” is a baby goat, but is also slang for ‘a child’?

10. To bang on someone’s door with your knuckles is to ___

LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL

1. The meal we eat in the middle of the day is called ______

2. A special room or building where books are kept is called a ______

3. Treated animal skin that is often made into shoes, sneakers, and
jackets is called ______

4. When you can’t find someplace you are ______

5. In autumn the parts of a tree which turns into reds, golds, and browns
are the ______

6. If you borrow money from the bank it’s called a ______

7. Another name for an elevator is a ______

8. The opposite of dead is ______

9. What fruit is yellow, oval shaped and sour?

10. To drive legally you need to get a ______

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

1. A word that means crazy or angry is ______

2. S. M. and L. are all sizes of clothes. What does the “M” stand for?

3. Gold, steel and nickel are all different kinds of ______

4. The hair above the upper lip is called a ______

5. What special name is given to hotels built for motorists to use?

6. Someone who plays music is called a ______

7. Something that is slightly wet is said to be ______

8. When ice turns to water it ______

9. A looking glass where you can see your own reflection is more
commonly called a ______

10. If you go to the doctor, he will give you pills and potions which are
a type of ______

NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN

1. The opposite of broad is ______

2. The part of the body which joins the head to the torso is called
the ______

3. An acupuncturist and a seamstress both use this thin piece of metal
to work with.

4. Twelve o’clock or mid-day is also known as ______

5. Almond, cashews and Brazil are all types of ______

6. A person who lives next door to you is your ______

7. A photographic print is made from a ______

8. The “N” on a gear shift stands for ______

9. A quick, short sleep is called a ______

10. Women’s stocking and tights and many other things are made
from ______

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

1. The shellfish from which we get pearls is called an ______

2. A thick liquid that come from the ground called ‘Black Gold’ is more
commonly know as ______

3. The adjective which means of the mouth is ______

4. The numbers 1,3,5,7,and 9 aren’t even. They are ______

5. Which sea-living animal has eight legs and squirts ink when it is
frightened?

6. What vegetable often makes your eyes water or cry when you
cut it?
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7. Another word for chance is ______

8. This word means the same as to work at or run a machine.

9. If something is done one time it is done ______

10. When something belongs to you, you are its ______

PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP

1. A person who takes care of, or brings up another is called a ______.

2. The opposite of rich is ______.

3. Legal or official authority is called ______.

4. Something that is of great value or of high price is ______.

5. A ______ is a humorous use of a word.

6. To be on time is to be ______.

7. A word of politeness used when requesting something. e.g. ______
help me.

8. Tailors often use ______ when preparing clothes.

9. A ______ is something that is produced, usually in a factory.

10. Two things of the same kind to be used together are called a ______.

QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

1. When the earth shakes we call it a ______

2. The amount of a number of something is the ______

3. The female ruler of a country is a ______

4. One fourth of something is a ______

5. A line of people waiting for something is called a ______

6. Something that takes a short time is ______

7. When there is little or no movement or sound, then all is ______

8. What “Q word” is to ask questions as a test of knowledge?

9. To repeat or write words someone else has said or written is
to ______

10. To give up something like a job or school is to ______

11. To have an angry argument is to ______

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

1. A dried sweet grape is called a ______

2. Something in its natural state or uncooked is ______

3. Something that isn’t imagined or made up is ______

4. The back part of something is the ______

5. To accept, take or get something is to ______

6. A wild dance party with thousands of people is called a ______

7. The thing used for shaving hair from the skin is called a ______

8. A person who is impolite or doesn’t show respect is ______

9. A tough elastic material which is used to make tires and erasers is
called ______

10. What word is the opposite of urban and means the
countryside ______

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

1. A small word that means unhappy is ______

2. A leather seat used for riding on horses or bicycle is called a ______

3. The money you get, usually monthly, for working is your ______

4. To look carefully to find someone or something is to ______

5. Someone who thinks about their own needs all the time is said to
be ______

6. What word means “like” or “of the same sort”?

7. To show happiness or amusement by turning the corners of your
mouth up is to ______

8. A creature which has eight legs and spins a web to catch food is a
______

9. A small usually round mark on something which is a different color
is called a ______

10. A comfortable long piece of furniture used for sitting or lounging is
a ______

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

1. The four round, black things covering the metal wheels are known
as ______

2. Two babies born at the same time to the same mother are ______

3. The usually white, thick stuff with a minty taste which is used to
brush teeth with is called ______

4. Something you aim at is called a ______

5. The noise that follows lightning is ______

6. The traditional bird which is eaten for Thanksgiving in the U.S. and
at Christmas in England is a ______

7. A person whose job is to cut and sew cloth into clothes is a ______

8. An instrument used to tell the temperature of things is called
a ______

9. Trains, planes, ships, cars, and bikes are all forms of ______

10. A very strong and violent storm that is found in the Pacific is called
a ______

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU

1. The brother of your mother or father is your ______

2. If something or someone is one of a kind we say they are ______

3. What “U” word’ means “dirty”?

4. If it’s normal or customary, then it’s ______

5. When the top is where the bottom should be then it’s ______

6. Something that isn’t new but has had previous owners is ______

7. The subway system or tube in London is know as the ______

8. The top part of a shoe or things that are higher are ______

9. The opposite of rural and meaning of the town is ______

10. Something that needs quick action or a prompt decision is ______

VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

1. A holiday is also called a ______

2. What “V word” is created when all the air has been pumped out?

3. Someone who for various reasons doesn’t eat any animal products
at all is a ______

4. The opposite of horizontal is ______

5. What game involves getting a ball over a high net without it hitting
the floor and within three touches?

6. One type of rich, soft, plush cloth is ______

7. When something or someone disappears you could say they have
______

8. The land which is between two mountains or hills is called a ______

9. A place which is smaller than a town, but which usually has shops is a
______

10. To offer to do something without payment is to ______
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WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

1. The joint between your hand and your arm is your ______

2. The biggest mammal is a ______

3. The instrument most people wear to tell the time is a ______

4. To close and open one eye quickly is to ______

5. How heavy something is its ______

6. Guns and knives are both kinds of ______

7. To move your hand or arm from side to side especially to say
goodbye or attract attention is to ______

8. A building where goods are stored is called a ______

9. A hole dug into the ground to get water or a word which means
good is ______

10. The material candles are made of is ______

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

1. What trade name now means to photocopy?

2. This musical instrument is made up of different lengths of wood
and struck by small hammers. It’s a ______

3. A common abbreviation for Christmas is ______

4. A photograph taken using special short wave rays to see through
or into things is an ______

5. Someone who has no real reason to, but hates all foreigners or
strangers is ______

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY

1. A round toy which moves up and down on a string by the flick of
the wrist is a ______

2. The yellow part of an egg is the ______

3. A thick white food made from milk and often flavored with fruit
is ______

4. Something which isn’t very old is ______

5. A short positive agreement in English is ______

6. A shout caused by excitement or pain is a ______

7. It takes this long for the earth to revolve around the sun. It’s a
______

8. The American English word for garden is ______

9. The money used in Japan is ______

10. The day before today was ______

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ

1. A pattern or path that turns right then left alternately is called
a ______

2. A metal fastener which joins two sides together with interlocking
teeth is a ______

3. The striped horse-like animal or in British English a pedestrian
crossing is a ______

4. One minus one equals ______

5. The lens used on a camera which can change it’s focal length is
called a ______

6. An area with particular uses or features is termed a ______

7. The American English name for courgette. It’s a green or yellow
cucumber shaped vegetable.

8. A kind of meditation practiced by monks is ______

9. The park where animals are kept for people to see is a ______

10. The last letter of the English alphabet is ______
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A “Pair of” Quiz

1. What pair do we wear on our hands?
2. What pair do we wear on our face to see better?
3. What pair do we wear inside our shoes?
4. What pair do we wear on our ears?
5. What pair do we wear on our face when it’s bright?
6. What pair do we wear on our legs?
7. What pair do we wear on our feet?
8. What pair do we sleep in?
9. What pair do we put on when we take our shoes off?
10. What pair do we cut things with?

Automobile Vocabulary

1. You see the road through it.
A) windscreen
B) carburetor
C) ignition
D) spark plugs
E) timing chain

2. When you want to go faster, you press this.
A) brake pedal
B) clutch
C) gearbox
D) accelerator
E) carburetor

3. You turn these on when it is dark so you can see the road.
A) headphones
B) headlights
C) taillights
D) panel lights
E) spotlights

4. Whenever you want to shift up or down, you press this down.
A) gearbox
B) gas
C) accelerator
D) clutch pedal
E) brake pedal

5. This cools down your engine.
A) radiator
B) battery
C) distributor
D) taillights
E) pump

6. This provides your battery with the electricity it needs.
A) spark plugs
B) ignition
C) generator
D) accumulator
E) alligator

7. If the road is bumpy, these help to dampen the bumps.
A) fenders
B) bumpers
C) shock absorbers
D) turn indicators
E) steering wheel

8. If you want to turn left or right, you put these on.
A) headlights
B) turn indicators
C) horn
D) steering wheel
E) rack and pinion

9. You use this when you start a cold engine.
A) brakes
B) choke
C) amp meter
D) fuel tank
E) gearbox

10. This lubricates your engine.
A) grease
B) fuel
C) water
D) oil
E) cream

Body

1. You see with your ___
2. You hear with your ___
3. You bite with your ___
4. You hold with your ___
5. You smell with your ___
6. You eat with your ___
7. You walk with your ___
8. You stand on your ___
9. You kneel on your ___
10. You carry a backpack on your ___

Clothes 1

1. We wear them to keep our hands warm.
2. We wear it to keep our heads warm.
3. We wrap it around our necks in winter.
4. ‘Levis’ and ‘Wranglers’ are ___
5. Men usually wear one around their necks.
6. We wear them on our feet under footwear.
7. We wear it on top of our clothes to keep us warm.
8. It has buttons up the front, a collar, sleeves and is often white.
9. It goes from the waist down, is most often worn by women.
10. Trousers or a skirt with a matching jacket is called a ___

Clothes 2

1. It’s worn around the neck or over the shoulders. Women also wear
it over the hair.

2. It’s a long two-legged garment. It’s a synonym for trousers.
3. They are covering for your hands with separated fingers. They are

usually made of leather or knitted wool.
4. They cover your feet and are worn inside a shoe.
5. It’s a garment with long or short sleeves usually worn under a jacket.
6. It’s a short sleeved coat.
7. It’s a woman’s dress worn on special occasions.
8. It’s a piece of clothing that covers the lower part of your body, with

a separate part covering each leg.

Colors 1

1. Tomatoes are __
2. The sky is ___
3. Clouds are ___
4. Grass is ___
5. Butter is ___
6. Eggplants are ___
7. Carrots are ___
8. Strawberry milkshakes are __
9. Coffee is ___
10. Chocolate is usually ___

TEST MASTERMISCELLANEOUS
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Colors 2

1. Dark blue is sometimes called ___
2. What color comes after yellow in a rainbow?
3. Vermilion, crimson and scarlet are shades of ___
4. What color stands out the most?
5. The opposite of black is usually ___
6. How many colors are there in a rainbow?
7. Roses are red, violets are ___
8. How many primary colors are there?
9. Hazel eyes are light ___

Colors 3

1. On a good day, the sky is usually ___ .
2. Lemons and bananas are usually ___.
3. Apples, strawberries and cherries are most often ___.
4. Traffic lights are red, yellow and ___.
5. A zebra is black and ___.
6. The American penny (one cent coin) is ___.
7. A wooden floor is usually ___.
8. Men going to funerals most often wear ___suits.
9. At a wedding, the bride usually wears a ___dress.
10. Grapes are usually green or ___.

Colors 4

1. Apples, salad, and grass are all usually ___
2. Buses in London, tomatoes and Rudolf’s’ nose are all ___
3. Taxis in New York, sweet corn and banana skins are all ___
4. The sky, Thomas the tank engine, and the sea are all ___
5. Taxis in London, coal and a starless sky are all ___
6. Cherry blossoms, strawberry ice cream and pigs are all ___
7. Chocolate, coffee and whiskey are all ___
8. Paper, snow and sugar are all ___
9. Eggplants, violets and blueberry ice cream are all ___
10. Carrots, the sunrise and tangerines are all ___

Country - Nationality - Language

1. He’s from Brazil. He’s ______.
B) Brazilish B) Brazilian C) Brazilese

2. I’m from Colombia. I can speak ______.
A) Spanish B) Colombian C) Colombish

3. She’s from Russia. She can speak ______.
A) Russia B) Russy C) Russian

4. We’re from Italy. We’re ______.
A) Italien B) Italian C) Italiun

5. My friend is from Korea. He can speak ______.
A) Korish B) Korean C) Koreanese

6. Pablo is from Mexico. He’s ______.
A) Spanish B) Mexican C) Mexian

7. Martha is from the United States. She’s ______.
A) American B) United Statian
C) United Statianese

8. My father is from China. He can speak ______.
A) Chiny B) Chinish C) Chinese

9. Gloria is from Puerto Rico. She’s ______.
A) Puerto Rich B) Puerto Rican C) Puerto Riquean

10. Pierre is from France. He can speak ______.
A) Franchise B) Francese C) French

Days
1. What day is before Saturday?
2. What day is after Wednesday?
3. What day is after Sunday?
4. What day is before Tuesday?
5. What day is two days after Thursday?
6. What day is before Monday?
7. What day is after Monday?
8. What day is before Thursday?
9. What is the third day of the week?
10. What day does school begin?

Educational Subjects
1. The subject which covers drawing, painting, and sculpture is called

___
2. The subject which includes equations, fractions, addition and

subtraction is ___
3. The study of land forms and population growths are included in ___
4. The study of the periodic table, gasses, liquids, acids and alkalis is

called ___
5. The study of motion, mechanics and energy is part of ___
6. The study of composers, concerto’s quavers and blue notes is all

included in  ___
7. The subject of what has happened to the cultures and countries of

the world is   ___
8. Money, banking, the country’s growth patterns and taxation are all

studies in  ___
9. The natural world and the study of life and plant forms is called ___
10. Running, playing tennis, and other sports are part of ___

Place Names
1. If you want to see monkeys, lions, tigers and bears, you would go to

the ___.
2. A place where famous paintings and sculptures are kept and

displayed to the public is called an ___
3. The building where you can go and watch the latest blockbuster

film is called a ___.
4. A place where you can go to see many different kinds of fish

swimming is called an ___.
5. If you want to watch a basketball game or a soccer match, you

would go to a ___.
6. A place which serves drinks such as beer and whiskey and where

people go to relax and meet friends is called a ___.
7. The place where rock musicians and orchestras play is called a ___.
8. The place to go if you want to ride on a roller coaster or drive bumper

cars is called an ___.
9. A place where you can arrange loans, keep your money in an account

which receives interest is called a ___.
10. A place where you can buy stamps, post letters and pay some bills

is called a ___.
11. A place where you go to book holidays and buy train tickets is

called a ___.
12. If you need to arrange a burial, you would go to a ___.
13. Dirty clothes which can’t be washed at home are taken to a ___.
14. If you have a burst pipe or a leaking tap, you need to call a ___.
15. If you don’t have a job but are looking for one, you might go to

an ___.
16. If you want to hire a lawyer or draw up a will, you would go to a ___.
17. If you want to sell your house, buy a new one, or rent a place to live

for a while, you would go to a ___.
18. If your clothes need washing, but you don’t have a washing machine,

you would go to a ___.

Family

1. Your father’s sister is your ___
2. Your sister’s husband is your ___
3. Your mother’s mother is your ___
4. Your sister’s daughter is your ___
5. Your son’s son is your ___
6. Your sister’s brother is your ___
7. Your mother’s brother is your ___
8. Your uncle’s son is your ___
9. Your brother’s son is your __
10. Your mother’s father is your ___
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Food

1. A lemon or an unripe apple tastes ___
2. After eating a lot or when something can’t have more put in it, we

say ___
3. What word means not having enough water, liquid, or moisture?
4. This word is most often heard when talking of wealth. When a cake

or sauce contains a lot of dairy products such as butter, cream or
eggs we say it is ___

5. When a person wants a drink they are ___
6. What word is used favorably about cakes and bread and is the

opposite of dry?
7. The real meaning of this word is to die or suffer from hunger, but we

use it colloquially to describe being hungry. This word is ___
8. A word used when talking about fruit or meat that means it is juicy

and tastes good is ___
9. Something that taste like unsweetened cocoa or pepper is said to

be ___
10. The opposite of sour and means that something tastes of sugar or

honey is ___

Group Nouns

1. Taxis, trains, and planes are all forms of ___
2. Apples, oranges, and grapes are all types of ___
3. Tables, chairs, and bookcases are all ___
4. Juice, tea, and milk are all ___
5. Suitcases, trunks, rucksacks are all kinds of ___
6. Collie, sheepdog, and terrier are all kinds of ___
7. Christmas, Ramadan, and Independence Day are all ___
8. Fish, meat, and rice are all kinds of ___
9. Carrots, potatoes, and cabbage are all types of ___
10. Yen, dollars and pounds are all types of ___

House Words

1. Where do you usually cook meals?
2. Where do you usually wash clothes?
3. Where do you usually hang your clothes?
4. Where do you usually get washed?
5. Where do you usually grow flowers and cut the grass?
6. Where do you usually eat dinner?
7. Where do you usually sit on the sofa and watch TV?
8. Where do you usually park the car?
9. Where do you usually store food, drinks and other things?
10. Where do you usually sleep?

Household Appliances

1. You wash clothes in it. It’s a ___
2. You clean with it. It’s a ___
3. You heat things very quickly in it. It’s a ___
4. You press clothes with it. It’s an ___
5. You watch movies and play computer games on it. It’s a ___
6. You ring your friends and talk. It’s a ___
7. It cleans your dirty plates, silverware and pans. It’s a ___
8. You boil water in it. It’s a ___
9. It makes toast. It’s a ___
10. It makes food very, very cold. It’s a ___
11. It keeps your food cold. It’s a ___

Jobs

1. Where does a receptionist work?
A) post office B) bakery C) office

2. Where does a cashier work?
A) school B) supermarket C) police station

3. Where does a headmaster work?
A) school B) office C) butchers

4. Where does a Chief Constable work?
A) bus station B) hospital C) police station

5. Where does a porter work?
A) bakery B) hotel C) school

6. Where does a manager work?
A) police station B) park C) office

7. Where does a pilot work?
A) airplane B) train station C) restaurant

8. Where does a busboy work?
A) bus B) restaurant C) airplane

9. Where does an actress work?
A) cinema B) theatre C) sports centre

10. Where does an artist work?
A) restaurant B) cinema C) studio

Months

1. What month comes after November?
2. What month comes before August?
3. What month comes after May?
4. What month comes before February?
5. What month comes after March?
6. What month comes before September?
7. What month comes after October?
8. What month comes before June?
9. What month comes after December?
10. What month comes before July?

Nationalities

1. Tom is from Berlin. His nationality is ______.
A) Germany B) German C) Dutch

2. Anna is from Leningrad. Her nationality is ______.
A) France B) French C) Russian

3. David is from New York. His nationality is ______.
A) Mexican B) American C) Canadian

4. Sarah is from London. Her nationality is ______.
A) British B) Irish C) Scottish

5. Nicole is from Paris. Her nationality is ______.
A) France B) French C) English

6. Carlos is from Madrid. His nationality is ______.
A) French B) Italian C) Spanish

7. Donald is from Geneva. His nationality is ______.
A) Switzerland B) Austrian C) Swiss

8. Bruce is from Sydney. His nationality is ______.
A) British B) Australian C) Austrian

9. Keiko is from Tokyo. Her nationality is ______.
A) Chinese B) Korean C) Japanese

10. Dewa is from Jakarta. His nationality is ______.
A) Japanese B) Indonesian C) Indian

Nationalities & Languages

1. People from Canada are called ______.
A) Canuks B) Canadians C) Canadites

2. People from India are ______.
A) Indies B) Hindus C) Indians

3. He’s from Germany. He is ______.
A) German B) Germany C) Dutch
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4. She lives in Argentina. She speaks ______.
A) Argentinian B) Spanish C) Portuguese

5. She lives in Argentinia. She is ______.
A) Argentinian B) Argentese C) Argentonian

6. People in Israel are ______.
A) Jewish B) Israeli C) Hebrew

7. People from Israel speak ______.
A) Jewish B) Israeli C) Hebrew

8. People in Hong Kong speak English and ______.
A) Hangul B) Cantonese C) Mandarin

9. People in Turkey speak ______.
A) Turk B) Turkey C) Turkish

10. People from Ireland are ______.
A) Irish B) English C) Irelandish

Occupations: What is my job?

1. I work in an office. I type letters and the phone.
2. I go to court and defend people’s rights.
3. I work in a hospital and take care of sick people.
4. I work in a school and help people learn.
5. You pay me when you buy something at the store.
6. I take care of sick animals.
7. I put out fires.
8. I wear a uniform and a badge. I help keep your neighborhood safe.
9. I help keep your teeth clean.
10. I deliver letters and packages to your home.

Opposites - Nouns

Match the words on the left with their opposites on the right.

1. day a. bottom 1. _____
2. friend b. cause 2. _____
3. loss c. enemy 3. _____
4. result d. failure 4. _____
5. sea e. gain 5. _____
6. sorrow f. joy 6. _____
7. success g. land 7. _____
8. sunset h. night 8. _____
9. top i. peace 9. _____
10. war j. sunrise 10. _____

Opposites - Adjectives 1

Match the words on the left with their opposites on the right.

1. boring a. beautiful 1. _____
2. light b. big 2. _____
3. little c. black 3. _____
4. loud d. happy 4. _____
5. new e. heavy 5. _____
6. poor f. interesting 6. _____
7. sad g. old 7. _____
8. short h. quiet 8. _____
9. ugly i. rich 9. _____
10. white j. tall 10. _____

Opposites - Adjectives 2

Match the words on the left with their opposites on the right.

1. alive a. absent 1. _____
2. careless b. careful 2. _____
3. easy c. cheap 3. _____
4. expensive d. cool 4. _____
5. light e. dark 5. _____
6. near f. dead 6. _____
7. present g. deep 7. _____
8. shallow h. difficult 8. _____
9. warm i. dry 9. _____
10. wet j. far 10. _____

Opposites - Adjectives 3

Match the words on the left with their opposites on the right.

1. cold a. fast 1. _____
2. early b. foolish 2. _____
3. hard c. high 3. _____
4. low d. hot 4. _____
5. old e. late 5. _____
6. slow f. sick 6. _____
7. thin g. soft 7. _____
8. weak h. strong 8. _____
9. well i. thick 9. _____
10. wise j. young 10. _____

Opposites - Verbs 1

Match the verbs on the left with its opposite on the right.

1. accept a. die 1. _____
2. allow b. destroy 2. _____
3. attack c. laugh 3. _____
4. be born d. defend 4. _____
5. cry e. go 5. _____
6. buy f. prohibit 6. _____
7. build g. refuse 7. _____
8. come h. sell 8. _____

Opposites 1
1. He’s short, he isn’t very ___
2. It’s light, it isn’t very ___
3. It’s small, it isn’t very ___
4. He’s ugly, he isn’t very ___
5. It’s short, it isn’t very ___
6. It’s cheap, it isn’t very ___
7. It’s near, it isn’t very ___
8. He’s poor, he isn’t very ___
9. She’s nasty, she isn’t very ___
10. She’s sad, she isn’t very ___

Opposites 2
1. The room is dirty, it isn’t very ___
2. It’s loose, it isn’t very ___
3. The knife is dull, it isn’t very ___
4. The stereo is quiet, it isn’t very ___
5. The water is shallow, it isn’t very ___
6. The line curves, it isn’t very ___
7. Her hair is fair, it isn’t very ___
8. That book is thin, it isn’t very ___
9. The water level is low, it isn’t very ___
10. The road is narrow, it isn’t very ___

Opposites 3
1. Hair can be long or ___
2. People can be short or ___
3. Problems can be big or ___
4. Food can be expensive or ___
5. Legs can be fat or ___
6. A car can be new or ___
7. A train can be fast or ___
8. A face can be beautiful or ___
9. Elevators go up or ___
10. Roads can be narrow or ___

People Who Wear Uniforms
1. People who put out fires are called ___.
2. If someone breaks into your house, you call the ___.
3. People who work with doctors in a hospital taking care of sick people

are called ___.
4. They deliver the mail from door to door. They are ___.
5. They fly planes. They are ___.
6. They cook in restaurant kitchens. They are called ___.
7. Members of the military who go to sea are called ___.
8. Someone who works for an airline company and who serves food to

passengers is called a ___.
9. Someone who works in a bank counting money is called a ___.
10. A man who works in a restaurant serving food is called a ___.
11. A woman who works in a restaurant serving food is called a ___.
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Soccer Vocabulary

1. The ______ didn’t train the players well, so the team lost the game.
A) coach B) couch C) trainee

2. The team that ______ more goals wins the game.
A) does B) keeps C) scores

3. ______ the ball as far as possible.
A) Kick B) Jump C) Leap

4. The ______ must watch carefully for infractions during the game.
A) judge B) eyekeeper C) referee

5. Whenever a player gets hurt, a ______ takes his place.
A) placement B) substitute C) defender

6. A penalty kick is the right given to a player from the opposing team
to a ______ kick.
A) forced B) free C) fresh

7. The ______ must keep the ball out of the goal.
A) goalholder B) goalwatcher C) goalkeeper

8. Eleven players from each team participate in a soccer ______.
A) match B) field C) score

9. The first-line players are called ______.
A) backs B) forwards C) defenders

10. A forward is also called a ______.
A) trooper B) goalie C) striker

Things We Carry

1. Used to keep rain off us ___
2. Used to take photos ___
3. Used to carry school books ___
4. Carried by business men ___
5. Used by men to carry money ___
6. Used by women to carry money ___
7. Used to blow your nose on ___
8. Printed daily and read by millions ___
9. Used to get into a house or a car ___
10. Made of plastic or paper and is given by shops ___

Time Words

1. There are 60 seconds in one ___.
2. There are 60 minutes in one ___.
3. 30 minutes is called ___.
4. There are 24 hours in one ___.
5. There are seven days in one ___.
6. In British English, a period of two weeks is called a ___.
7. There are about four weeks in one ___.
8. A three-month period (spring, summer, fall, or winter) is called

a ___.
9. There are twelve months in one ___.
10. A period of ten years is called a ___.
11. There are one hundred years in one ___.
12. A period of one thousand years is called a ___.

Transportation Verbs

1. To get where you are going is to ___ .
2. To leave or set off is to ___
3. To get off a boat or an airplane is to ___
4. To go by car is to ___
5. To leave the ground in an airplane is to __
6. To come back to the ground in an airplane is to ___
7. To go somewhere by boat is to ___
8. To pull another boat or car behind yours is to ___
9. To go by plane or helicopter is to ___
10. To go by bus, train, bike or horse is to ___

What Vegetable?

1. ___ are also known as a love apple, is red and juicy and is strictly
speaking a fruit.

2. ___ is made into flakes for breakfast cereals, is yellow on the inside
and covered with green leaves.

3. ___ are made into lanterns on Halloween and into pie on
Thanksgiving?

4. ___ is famous for giving Popeye his strength?
5. ___ are loved by Bugs Bunny and are good for your eye.
6. ___ are used in Russia and Eastern Europe to make a famous red

soup called Borsch?
7. ___ are made into chips in the U.K. and into French fries in the USA?
8. Broad, runner, navy, soy, and lima are all varieties of___
9. ___ is said to keep vampires away (and most other people too!).
10. ___ come is many colors and different strengths of hotness?

What’s the Category

1. shirt, coat, socks, tie
2. pigeon, parakeet, hawk, sparrow
3. teacher, taxi driver, lawyer, doctor
4. bee, ant, ladybug, dragonfly
5. car, bus, motorcycle, train
6. carnation, tulip, rose, daisy
7. trout, bass, tuna, sardine
8. dog, cat, mouse, bear
9. summer, fall, winter, spring
10. boots, slippers, thongs, sandals
11. tomato, eggplant, pepper, corn
12. maple, oak, palm, orange
13. bread, potatoes, apples, pie
14. orange, banana, peach, lemon
15. water, cola, gasoline, beer
16. rye, oats, barley, wheat
17. uncle, aunt, cousin, grandmother
18. one, ten, twenty, twelve
19. baseball, basketball, tennis, soccer
20. rain, snow, hail, sunshine
21. Tokyo, New York, London, Paris
22. Peru, South Africa, Korea, Canada

Which Word is Different?

1. elephant, dog, tiger, cow, snake
2. strawberry, raspberry, blueberry, peach
3. soccer, wrestling, baseball, ping pong
4. man, policeman, fireman, teacher, nurse
5. China, England, Rome, Peru, Germany
6. celery, lettuce, pineapple, egg plant, potato
7. Sally, Ruth, Tom, Mary, Susan
8. bread, tea, coffee, milk, juice
9. airplane, bird, rocket, cat, jet
10. shirt, bag, pants, tie, hat

Word Groups 1
What group do the words belong to?

1. 1, 3, 5, 7
2. Shakespeare, John Steinbeck, Charles Dickens, John Grisham
3. Bach, Mozart, Tchaikovsky, Beethoven
4. square, circle, diamond, heart
5. Susan, Mary, Ann, Beth
6. onion, radish, spinach, turnip
7. pitcher, catcher, third baseman, outfielder
8. London, Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham
9. Washington, Bush, Lincoln, Reagan
10. Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta
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Word Groups 2
What group do the words belong to?

1. 2, 4, 6, 8
2. New York, Alabama, Ohio, New Jersey
3. car, train, bus, airplane
4. Swiss, American, British, French
5. hamburgers, hot dogs, potato chips, pizza
6. Tom, Fred, Bill, Steven
7. ring, necklace, earrings, bracelet
8. Honda, Ford, Rover, Toyota
9. Yesterday, A Hard Day’s Night, Let It Be, Michelle
10. heart, liver, brain, kidneys

Word Groups 3
What group do the words belong to?

1. doctor, dentist, teacher, actor
2. Fuji, Everest, Matterhorn, K2
3. Chad, Kenya, Nigeria, Mozambique
4. slippers, sneakers, shoes, sandals
5. lipstick, mascara, foundation, eye shadow
6. franc, dollar, pound, yen
7. Mickey Mouse, Tom and Jerry, Bugs Bunny, Beavis and Butthead
8. Goldfinger, From Russia with Love, The Man with the Golden Gun,
9. Canberra, Melbourne, Cains, Sydney
10. strawberry, chocolate, coffee, rum and raisin

Word Groups 4
What group do the words belong to?

1. V, X, M, C
2. Chanel, Gucci, Dior, Armani
3. Africa, Europe, Asia, America
4. ostrich, seagull, penguin, flamingo
5. math, French, geography, biology
6. husky, labrador, boxer, collie
7. Tokyo, Canberra, Rome, Dublin
8. chick, puppy, kitten, lamb
9. Seoul, Tokyo, Los Angeles, Atlanta

Word Groups 5
What group do the words belong to?

1. rose, daisy, daffodil, lily
2. Pyramids, Sphinx, Nile, Cairo
3. Sean Connery, Roger Moore, Pierces Brosnan
4. diamond, ruby, emerald, jade
5. stop signal, London buses, United Kingdom post boxes, tomato
6. rainy, sunny, cloudy, snowy
7. Yankees, Mets, Giants, Dodgers
8. Mickey Mantle, Carl Lewis, Ed Moses, Linford Cristie
9. happy, sad, angry, scared

Word Relationships

1. arm : hand - leg : ___
2. beautiful : beauty - young : ___
3. swim : swimming - walk : ___
4. baseball : bat - tennis : ___
5. dog : dogs - woman : ___
6. America : American - Japan ___
7. man : boy - woman : ___
8. I : my - you ___
9. stomachache : doctor - toothache : ___
10. drive : drove - eat : ___
11. daughter : aunt - son : ___
12. pencil : write - gun : ___
13. big : bigger - important : ___
14. one : two - first : ___
15. yesterday : the day before yesterday - last month : ___
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Elementary vocabulary Test 1  (Page 220)

1-B 2-D 3-A 4-C 5-C 6-D 7-A 8-A
9-B 10-C 11-A 12-B 13-B 14-C 15-D 16-B
17-C 18-D 19-B 20-A 21-B 22-C 23-B 24-B
25-C 26-D 27-A 28-C 29-A 30-D 31-C 32-A
33-C 34-B 35-C 36-C 37-A 38-C 39-D 40-B
41-D 42-A 43-B 44-A 45-A 46-D 47-B 48-C
49-C 50-A 51-B 52-A 53-D 54-C 55-B 56-A
57-D 58-C 59-D 60-D 61-A 62-D 63-B 64-A
65-C 66-A 67-B 68-A 69-C 70-B 71-C 72-D
73-B 74-B 75-D 76-B 77-C 78-D 79-C 80-A
81-C 82-D 83-B 84-B 85-A 86-C 87-D 88-D
89-C 90-B 91-A 92-D 93-B 94-D 95-A 96-D
97-C 98-B 99-A 100-C

Elementary vocabulary Test 2  (Page 222)

1-C 2-D 3-A 4-A 5-D 6-A 7-D 8-D
9-C 10-A 11-A 12-C 13-B 14-C 15-D 16-A
17-A 18-B 19-C 20-D 21-B 22-D 23-D 24-C
25-A 26-B 27-D 28-A 29-C 30-A 31-D 32-B
33-C 34-B 35-D 36-A 37-C 38-C 39-A 40-B
41-D 42-C 43-A 44-D 45-A 46-C 47-A 48-B
49-A 50-D 51-A 52-D 53-C 54-B 55-D 56-C
57-C 58-A 59-B 60-B 61-A 62-D 63-B 64-A
65-C 66-D 67-C 68-B 69-D 70-D 71-D 72-B
73-A 74-C 75-C 76-C 77-B 78-D 79-A 80-D
81-B 82-D 83-A 84-B 85-C 86-A 87-D 88-C
89-B 90-A 91-C 92-C 93-C 94-B 95-A 96-B
97-D 98-C 99-D 100-B

Elementary vocabulary Test 3  (Page 224)

1-A 2-B 3-B 4-A 5-B 6-D 7-B 8-A
9-D 10-A 11-D 12-A 13-C 14-B 15-C 16-D
17-A 18-C 19-B 20-D 21-C 22-A 23-B 24-A
25-A 26-C 27-D 28-A 29-B 30-C 31-D 32-B
33-D 34-A 35-A 36-C 37-D 38-B 39-D 40-D
41-D 42-A 43-C 44-D 45-C 46-D 47-B 48-B
49-A 50-D 51-A 52-D 53-D 54-C 55-B 56-A
57-D 58-A 59-D 60-C 61-B 62-C 63-D 64-A
65-B 66-C 67-C 68-A 69-B 70-A 71-C 72-B
73-D 74-C 75-B 76-A 77-B 78-A 79-B 80-A
81-D 82-C 83-A 84-D 85-C 86-B 87-D 88-C
89-B 90-B 91-B 92-D 93-B 94-A 95-C 96-B
97-D 98-D 99-C 100-B

Elementary vocabulary Test 4  (Page 226)

1-D 2-D 3-A 4-C 5-D 6-C 7-C 8-B
9-D 10-D 11-C 12-C 13-A 14-C 15-C 16-D
17-D 18-D 19-D 20-A 21-C 22-D 23-D 24-A
25-C 26-D 27-B 28-C 29-D 30-C 31-A 32-D
33-D 34-C 35-B 36-D 37-D 38-D 39-B 40-C
41-C 42-B 43-B 44-B 45-A 46-A 47-B 48-C
49-B 50-B 51-B 52-D 53-B 54-C 55-D 56-B
57-D 58-B 59-D 60-B 61-D 62-C 63-A 64-A
65-B 66-D 67-A 68-D 69-C 70-C 71-C 72-C
73-B 74-C 75-B 76-A 77-D 78-C 79-A 80-A
81-A 82-D 83-B 84-B 85-D 86-B 87-B 88-C
89-B 90-A 91-C 92-C 93-D 94-C 95-B 96-B
97-A 98-D 99-A 100-B

Classified topics (Page 228)

ANIMALS

1-A 2-B 3-C 4-D 5-A 6-B 7-B 8-C
9-D 10-A 11-C 12-D 13-D 14-B 15-A

BATHROOM

1-D 2-C 3-B 4-A 5-A 6-B 7-C 8-D
9-A 10-A 11-B 12-B 13-C 14-C 15-D

CLOTHES

1-A 2-A 3-D 4-D 5-C 6-B 7-A 8-C
9-C 10-B 11-D 12-A 13-A 14-B 15-A

DINING ROOM

1-B 2-B 3-A 4-C 5-A 6-D 7-D 8-A
9-B 10-A 11-C 12-C 13-C 14-A 15-A

ENVIRONMENT

1-A 2-A 3-C 4-B 5-D 6-A 7-C 8-D
9-A 10-C 11-C 12-B 13-B 14-A 15-A

FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

1-C 2-D 3-D 4-A 5-A 6-B 7-A 8-A
9-A 10-C 11-D 12-D 13-B 14-A 15-A

FOOD

1-D 2-C 3-B 4-A 5-A 6-B 7-B 8-D
9-A 10-A 11-C 12-C 13-C 14-A 15-A

HEALTH

1-C 2-A 3-A 4-D 5-B 6-C 7-C 8-A
9-A 10-B 11-B 12-D 13-A 14-A 15-A

JOBS

1-A 2-A 3-B 4-D 5-C 6-B 7-C 8-D
9-A 10-A 11-B 12-B 13-C 14-A 15-A

LIVING ROOM

1-A 2-B 3-C 4-D 5-A 6-B 7-C 8-D
9-D 10-C 11-B 12-B 13-A 14-A 15-A

MUSIC AND THEATER

1-C 2-C 3-B 4-B 5-A 6-A 7-A 8-A
9-A 10-C 11-B 12-B 13-B 14-A 15-A

SPORTS

1-B 2-B 3-C 4-A 5-A 6-D 7-D 8-D
9-A 10-A 11-B 12-A 13-A 14-C 15-D

TRANSPORT

1-A 2-A 3-C 4-C 5-C 6-D 7-B 8-B
9-A 10-A 11-A 12-D 13-C 14-D 15-A

WEATHER

1-B 2-B 3-A 4-A 5-A 6-C 7-C 8-D
9-D 10-B 11-B 12-A 13-C 14-C 15-B
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Synonyms  (Page 233)

1-D 2-A 3-A 4-C 5-C 6-B 7-C 8-A
9-A 10-C 11-C 12-B 13-A 14-C 15-B 16-D
17-E 18-C 19-D 20-B 21-B 22-D 23-D 24-D
25-A 26-B 27-D 28-C 29-C 30-B 31-A 32-B
33-E 34-A 35-C 36-B 37-E 38-C 39-A 40-D
41-A 42-A 43-C 44-C 45-C 46-A 47-A 48-B
49-D 50-C 51-E 52-E 53-C 54-D 55-A 56-C
57-C 58-D 59-B 60-B 61-B 62-B 63-D 64-D
65-D 66-D 67-A 68-B 69-B 70-A 71-A 72-D
73-A 74-D 75-B 76-C 77-D 78-D 79-B 80-A
81-D 82-A 83-D 84-A 85-C 86-D 87-B 88-B
89-C 90-A 91-D 92-A 93-B 94-D 95-C 96-D
97-C 98-C 99-A 100-C

Antonyms  (Page 236)

1-A 2-D 3-D 4-D 5-D 6-D 7-C 8-A
9-A 10-D 11-D 12-B 13-C 14-B 15-B 16-C
17-D 18-A 19-A 20-C 21-B 22-A 23-B 24-D
25-C 26-A 27-D 28-B 29-C 30-D 31-C 32-C
33-D 34-D 35-D 36-C 37-C 38-B 39-C 40-D
41-D 42-B 43-C 44-E 45-A 46-D 47-D 48-B
49-A 50-B 51-B 52-E 53-C 54-D 55-C 56-E
57-D 58-B 59-C 60-C 61-C 62-B 63-E 64-E
65-B 66-C 67-B 68-B 69-D 70-B 71-A 72-A
73-A 74-A 75-A 76-A 77-C 78-D 79-A 80-A
81-A 82-A 83-A 84-D 85-C 86-D 87-C 88-A
89-B 90-A 91-D 92-C 93-A 94-C 95-B 96-B
97-B 98-D 99-B 100-A 101-C 102-C 103-D 104-C
105-C 106-C 107-D 108-D 109-A 110-C 111-C 112-A
113-D 114-A 115-A 116-A 117-C 118-D 119-A 120-D
121-D 122-A 123-C 124-C

The logic List  (Page 239)

1-D 2-C 3-A 4-B 5-A 6-D 7-C 8-D
9-D 10-B 11-A 12-B 13-A 14-B 15-A 16-C
17-C 18-D 19-D 20-D 21-A 22-D 23-B 24-B
25-D 26-A 27-C 28-A 29-D 30-C 31-D 32-B
33-B 34-A 35-C 36-B 37-A 38-C 39-D 40-B
41-A 42-D 43-B 44-B 45-B 46-C 47-B 48-A
49-C 50-B 51-C 52-C 53-C 54-D 55-B 56-E
57-E 58-E 59-A 60-C 61-B 62-B 63-D 64-C
65-A 66-C 67-E 68-B 69-C 70-B 71-B 72-E
73-B 74-D 75-E 76-D 77-B 78-C 79-E 80-A
81-D 82-E 83-C 84-A 85-A 86-C 87-E 88-D
89-B 90-C 91-C 92-D 93-E 94-C 95-D 96-D

Vocabulary A-Z  (Page 241)

A A A A A

1- airplane 2- actors 3- an adult
4- Australia 5- an air conditioner 6- an alarm clock
7- alive 8- an ashtray 9- attractive
10- an astronaut

B B B B B

1- bachelor 2- baggage 3- barber
4- barefoot 5- blood 6- British
7- burglar 8- bullet 9- by
10- button

C C C C C

1- cocoa 2- China 3- cup
4- castle 5- captain 6- cab
7- cage 8- Cairo 9- chair
10- cheap

D D D D D

1- dog 2- a diamond 3- dozen
4- drunk 5- deaf 6- dentist
7- dictionary 8- desserts 9- diet
10- decade

E E E E E

1- elbow 2- empty 3- enlargement
4- exit 5- expensive 6- engine
7- everywhere 8- equator 9- earthquakes
10- end

F F F F F

1- farmer 2- favorite 3- form
4- fog 5- fool 6- fortnight
7- fragile 8- freckles 9- free
10- frying

G G G G G

1- garden 2- Germany 3- glove
4- golf 5- glue 6- grandparents
7- gray/grey 8- grapes 9- guitar
10- gum

H H H H H

1- hammer 2- handsome 3- hat
4- hate 5- hips 6-  honeymoon
7- a hospital 8- a hundred 9- hurricane
10- hell

I  I  I  I  I

1- ice 2- illegal 3- in
4- ink 5- insect 6- instrument
7- international 8- Irish 9- island
10- inside

J J J J J

1- jacket 2- jade 3- jam
4- jigsaw puzzle 5- job 6- judge
7- joke 8- Jupiter 9- journey
10- jingle

K K K K K

1- kangaroo 2- kettle 3- key
4- kilo 5- kiss 6- kitchen
7- knee 8- knife 9- kid
10- knock

L L L L L

1- lunch 2- library 3- leather
4- lost 5- leaves 6- loan
7- lift 8- living 9- lemon
10- license
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M M M M M

1- mad 2- medium 3- metal
4- mustache 5- motels 6- musician
7- moist 8- melts 9- mirror
10- medicine

N N N N N

1- narrow 2- neck 3- needle
4- noon 5- nuts 6- neighbor
7- negative 8- neutral 9- nap
10- nylon

O O O O O

1- Oyster 2- oil 3- oral
4- odd 5- octopus 6- onion
7- opportunity 8- operate 9- once
10- owner

P P P P P

1- Parent 2- Poor 3- Power
4- Precious 5- Pun 6- Punctual
7- Please 8- Pins 9- Product
10- Pair

Q Q Q Q Q

1- quake 2- quantity 3- queen
4- quarter 5- queue 6- quick
7- quite 8- quiz 9- quote
10- quit 11- quarrel

R R R R R

1- raisin 2- raw 3- real
4- rear 5- receive 6- rave
7- razor 8- rude 9- rubber
10- rural

S S S S S

1- sad 2- saddle 3- salary
4- search 5- selfish 6- similar
7- smile 8- spider 9- spot
10- sofa

T T T T T

1- tires 2- twins 3- toothpaste
4- target 5- thunder 6- turkey
7- tailor 8- thermometer 9- transportation
10- typhoon

U U U U U

1- uncle 2- unique 3- unclean
4- usual 5- upside-down 6- used
7- underground 8- upper 9- urban
10- urgent

V V V V V

1- vacation 2- vacuum 3- vegetarian
4- vertical 5- volleyball 6- velvet
7- vanished 8- valley 9- village
10- volunteer

W W W W W

1- wrist 2- whale 3- watch
4- wink 5- weight 6- weapons
7- wave 8- warehouse 9- well
10- wax

X X X X X

1- Xerox 2- xylophone 3- X-mas
4- x-ray 5- xenophobic

Y Y Y Y Y

1- yo-yo 2- yolk 3- yoghurt
4- young 5- yes 6- yell
7- year 8- yard 9- yen
10- yesterday

Z Z Z Z Z

1- zigzag 2- zipper 3- zebra
4- zero 5- zoom 6- zone
7- zucchini 8- Zen 9- zoo
10- Z

Miscellaneous  (Page 245)

A “Pair of” Quiz

1- a pair of gloves 2- a pair of glasses
3- a pair of socks 4- a pair of earrings
5- a pair of sunglasses 6- a pair of pants
7- a pair of shoes 8- a pair of pajamas
9- a pair of slippers 10- a pair of scissors

Automobile Vocabulary

1-A 2-D 3-B 4-D 5-A 6-C 7-C 8-B
9-B 10-D

Body

1- eyes 2- ears 3- teeth
4- hands 5- nose 6- mouth
7- legs 8- feet 9- knees
10- back

Clothes 1

1- gloves 2- hat 3- scarf
4- jeans 5- tie/necktie 6- socks
7- coat 8- shirt 9- skirt
10- suit

Clothes 2

1- scarf 2- pants 3- gloves
4- socks 5- shirt 6- jacket
7- gown 8- trousers

Colors 1

1- red 2- blue 3- white
4- green 5- yellow 6- purple
7- orange 8- pink 9- brown
10- black
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Colors 2

1- navy 2- green 3- red
4- yellow 5- white 6- seven
7- blue 8- five
9- red, yellow, green

Colors 3

1- blue 2- yellow 3- red
4- green 5- white 6- brown
7- brown 8- black 9- white
10- purple

Colors 4

1- green 2- red 3- yellow
4- blue 5- black 6- pink
7- brown 8- white 9- purple
10- oranges

Country - Nationality - Language

1-B 2-A 3-C 4-B 5-B 6-B 7-A 8-C
9-B 10-C

Days

1- Friday 2- Thursday 3- Monday
4- Monday 5- Saturday 6- Sunday
7- Tuesday 8- Wednesday 9- Wednesday
10- Monday

Educational Subjects

1- Art 2- Math 3- Geography
4- Chemistry 5- Physics 6- Music
7- History 8- Economics 9- Biology
10- Physical education

Place Names

1- zoo 2- art museum
3- movie theatre or cinema 4- aquarium
5- sports stadium 6- bar or pub
7- concert hall 8- amusement park
9- bank 10- post office
11- travel agency 12- funeral parlor or undertaker
13- dry cleaners 14- plumber
15- employment agency 16- law firm
17- realtor or estate agents 18- Laundromat

Family

1- aunt 2- brother in law 3- grandmother
4- niece 5- grandson 6- brother
7- uncle 8- cousin 9- nephew
10- grandfather

Food

1- sour 2- full 3- dry
4- rich 5- thirsty 6- moist
7- starve 8- succulent 9- bitter
10- sweet

Group Nouns

1- transportation 2- fruit 3- furniture
4- drinks 5- luggage 6- dogs
7- holidays 8- food 9- vegetables
10- money

House Words

1- In the kitchen 2- In the laundry
3- In the closet 4- In the bathroom
5- In the yard/in the garden 6- In the dining room
7- In the living room 8- In the garage
9- In the pantry 10- In the bedroom

Household Appliances

1- washing machine 2- vacuum cleaner 3- microwave
4- iron 5- TV 6- telephone
7- dishwasher 8- kettle 9- toaster
10- freezer 11- refrigerator

Jobs

1-C 2-B 3-A 4-C 5-B 6-C 7-A 8-B
9-B 10-C

Months

1- December 2- July 3- June
4- January 5- April 6- August
7- November 8- May 9- January
10- June

Nationalities

1-B 2-C 3-B 4-A 5-B 6-C 7-C 8-B
9-C 10-B

Nationalities & Languages

1-B 2-C 3-A 4-B 5-A 6-B 7-C 8-B
9-C 10-A

Occupations: What is my job?

1- secretary 2- lawyer
3- doctor or nurse 4- teacher
5- clerk or salesperson 6- veterinarian
7- firefighter 8- police officer
9- dentist 10- mailman

Opposites - Nouns

1-h 2-c 3-e 4-b 5-g 6-f 7-d 8-j
9-a 10-i

Opposites - Adjectives 1

1-f 2-e 3-b 4-h 5-g 6-i 7-d 8-j
9-a 10-c

Opposites - Adjectives 2

1-f 2-b 3-h 4-c 5-e 6-j 7-a 8-g
9-d 10-i
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Opposites - Adjectives 3

1-d 2-e 3-g 4-c 5-j 6-a 7-i 8-h
9-f 10-b

Opposites - Verbs 1

1-g 2-f 3-d 4-a 5-c 6-h 7-b 8-e

Opposites 1

1- tall 2- heavy 3- big
4- handsome 5- long 6- expensive
7- far 8- rich 9- polite
10- happy

Opposites 2

1- clean 2- tight 3- sharp
4- loud 5- deep 6- straight
7- dark 8- thick 9- high
10- wide

Opposites 3

1- short 2- tall 3- small
4- cheap 5- thin 6- old
7- slow 8- ugly 9- down
10- wide

People Who Wear Uniforms

1- firefighters 2- police 3- nurses
4- mail carriers 5- pilots 6- chefs
7- sailors 8- flight attendant 9- teller
10- waiter 11- waitress

Soccer Vocabulary

1-A 2-C 3-A 4-C 5-B 6-B 7-C 8-A
9-B 10-C

Things We Carry

1- raincoat / umbrella 2- camera
3- book bag/satchel 4- briefcase
5- wallet 6- purse
7- handkerchief 8- newspaper
9- key 10- shopping bag/carrier bag

Time Words

1- minute 2- hour 3- half an hour
4- day 5- week 6- fortnight
7- month 8- season 9- year
10- decade 11- century 12- millennium

Transportation Verbs

1- arrive 2- depart 3- disembark
4- drive / ride 5- take-off 6- land
7- sail 8- tow 9- fly
10- ride

What Vegetable?

1- Tomatoes 2- Corn 3- Pumpkins
4- Spinach 5- Carrots 6- Beet roots
7- Potatoes 8- Beans 9- Garlic
10- Peppers

What’s the Category?

1- clothing 2- birds 3- occupations
4- insects 5- transportation 6- flowers
7- fish 8- mammals 9- seasons
10- shoes 11- vegetables 12- trees
13- food 14- fruit 15- liquids
16- cereals 17- relatives 18- number
19- sports 20- weather 21- cities
22- countries

Which Word is Different?

1- snake 2- peach 3- wrestling
4- man 5- Rome 6- pineapple
7- Tom 8- bread 9- cat
10- bag

Word Groups 1

1- odd numbers 2- writers, novelists
3- composers 4- shapes
5- first names of girls 6- vegetables
7- baseball positions 8- cities in England
9- American Presidents 10- Greek alphabet

Word Groups 2

1- even numbers 2- American states
3- forms of transport 4- nationalities
5- types of fast food 6- first names of boys
7- jewelry 8- car makers
9- songs by the Beatles 10- organs of the body

Word Groups 3

1- jobs 2- mountains
3- African countries 4- footwear
5- cosmetics 6- types of currencies
7- cartoon characters 8- James Bond movies
9- Australian cities 10- ice cream flavors

Word Groups 4

1- Roman numerals, Consonants 2- fashion houses
3- continents 4- birds
5- school subjects 6- breeds of dogs
7- capital cities 8- baby animals
9- Olympic venues

Word Groups 5

1- types of flowers 2- all in Egypt
3- all played James Bond 4- precious stones or gems
5- all are red 6- all are types of weather
7- baseball teams 8- athletes
9- emotions

Word Relationships

1- foot 2- youth 3- walking
4- racket or racquet 5- women 6- Japanese
7- girl 8- your 9- dentist
10- ate 11- uncle 12- shoot
13- more important 14- second
15- the month before last
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